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Editorial

A Missionary Thanksgiving Day Prayer
Marvin J. Newell

Canadian Thanksgiving is Monday, October 8; American Thanksgiving is Thursday, November
22. These holidays present the ideal opportunity for those of us serving as missionaries
to pause and thank the Lord for the blessing of His call on our lives. I offer this prayer as a
guide; perhaps you’ll want to add more of your own.

Dear Lord Jesus, I am grateful that …
You have granted me the privilege to serve you cross-culturally
You have given me a burden for these people to whom you have sent me
You have given me a passion to serve you and these people well
I thank you that …
I am sent out by my mission-minded church as their ambassador
I am upheld in prayer by many persevering saints
I am ﬁnancially supported by a faithful support team
I receive on-going moral support from many who encourage
I am well supplied and technologically connected
I have the government’s permission to live in this country to which you have called me
I have valuable coworkers who help share the workload
I have discerning national partners who advise and help
I have an understanding spouse who gracefully shares the load
I have a good grasp of the language, so I may communicate well
I have a growing understanding of the culture, so I may ﬁt in well
I have a familiarity with the people’s worldview, so I may not be judgmental
I have the inspiring examples of many others who served cross-culturally before me
I have superintending leaders who want to see me and my ministry thrive
I have your Word, which is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path
I have your presence that promises help whether in danger, or keeping me from it
I have your Spirit that enlightens, counsels and comforts me
I have opportunity to pray that reminds me to depend on you
I have, by my presence here, a testimony of light within this darkened community
Additionally, I am thankful that…
I am no longer mono-cultural but enriched by broader cultural experiences
I am no longer monolingual but enhanced in ability to communicate more broadly
I am no longer ﬁxated on one country but willing to live as a sojourner anywhere
I am no longer entangled in worldly possessions or aﬀairs but focused on your calling
I am no longer looking backward but rather forward and upward to what lies ahead
Dear Jesus, thank you for the honor of serving as your missionary—as a bearer of your gospel—at
this particular time and in this speciﬁc place. Amen.
Whether you are a Canadian pausing to give thanks to God for your calling on October 8, or
an American doing likewise on November 22, may you find this missionary prayer inspiring.
You may even want to read it at your family table as an affirmation to your loved ones who join
with you in your calling.

Marvin J. Newell, DMiss
Editorial Director
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Article

Network Leaders: New Mission Leadership
for a Globalized Church
Kärin Butler Primuth

THE DESPERATE NEED FOR COLLABORATION
After more than two hundred years of modern missionary efforts, we have much to celebrate! Many people groups that had previously never heard the name of Christ now have a
thriving, indigenous Church.

The global picture of the Christian movement today is astounding:
• More than 2 billion Christians worldwide
• 5 million churches
• 43,000 denominations
• 5,000 mission agencies
• 12 million Christian workers
• 400,000 missionaries
However, in spite of the tremendous
growth and resources of the worldwide
Christian movement, the goal of world
evangelism remains yet unfulfilled.
• Billions of Muslims, Hindus, and
Buddhists who don’t know Jesus
• More than 300 million people with no
missionary among them
• Thousands of languages with no Bible
• Millions of villages and cities
with no church
Surely if God has called us to make disciples of all the nations, then he has given us
everything we need to accomplish this task!
What is preventing us from accomplishing
God’s mandate?
Over the centuries, one of the most
significant barriers to the advance of the
gospel has been division and lack of cooperation in the Church. Far too many Christian
ministries have not worked together. The
result has been massive duplication of
effort in some areas and massive gaps in
outreach in other areas.

The Rise of Mission Networks

The good news is that in recent decades, a
major shift is taking place. Even as the world
has become increasingly complex and
interconnected, God is doing something
unprecedented in these days to mobilize
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and unite his people like never before.
Less than forty years ago, there were
few field-based networks of mission agencies partnering together for evangelism
among the unreached peoples and places
of the world. Since then, that situation
has changed dramatically. Today, there are
hundreds of mission networks rallying
thousands of ministries together around
shared goals in dozens of different mission
fields. To get an idea of the amazing range of
operational mission networks, take a look
at the web directory Linking Global Voices
(http://linkingglobalvoices.com) managed
by Eldon Porter (Consultant for Global
Engagement with Missio Nexus) which
currently tracks more than six hundred
mission networks across the world in more
than ninety different areas of ministry!
These mission networks (in all their
various forms—partnerships, alliances,
coalitions, etc.) are bringing churches,
ministries, mission agencies, field workers,
and funders together around common
areas of ministry to share information
and resources, learn from each other, and
collaborate in joint projects to accomplish
together what none could do alone. In so
many parts of the world where Christ is not
yet known, networks are making gospel
advance possible where the challenges are
too big, the situations are too complex, and
the resources required are too great for any
one organization or strategy alone.
Over the last four decades, mission networks have proven that when God’s people
work together, his Spirit is unleashed in
remarkable ways that catalyze spiritual
movements in parts of the world where
individual missionary efforts have had limited impact on those living in darkness for
generations (Isaiah 9:2). For example, in the
1980s there were more than one hundred
thirty language groups over one million in
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size with no indigenous church. Over a period of about twenty years, more than ninety
field partnerships were launched with a focus on these different groups of unreached
peoples. Hundreds of different ministries
and agencies collaborated together on a
wide variety of outreach efforts and, as a
result, nearly half of these language groups
now have communities of believers numbering from tens of thousands to hundreds
of thousands.1 No period in Church history
had seen such breakthroughs in such a
brief time period.
One of the most significant changes in
the world that has contributed to the rise
of mission networks has been the rapid
growth of the Church in the Global South.
In the early 1900s nearly 90% of the world’s
Christians lived in Europe and the Americas. Today a majority of the world’s Christians live in Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
What was once the “harvest field” has now
become the “harvest force” with half of the
top twenty mission sending countries now
in the Global South.2
New mission sending movements in Africa and Asia are seeking to mobilize tens of
thousands of missionaries to the unreached
in the next decade.3 For the church in the
Global North of Europe and North America,
this means that the future will be less about
pioneering and more about partnering as
the Church in the Global South plays an
increasingly significant leadership role in
the world mission movement.
As God is raising up the largest mission
sending movement from every corner of
the Earth, networks are fast becoming a vital connecting point for the global Church.
Through networks, many churches, ministries, and mission agencies from different
cultures can meet, build trust, learn from
one another, and work together as equal
partners contributing their unique gifts
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and perspectives. Networks are enabling
Western mission leaders to partner with
national leaders and near-culture churches
which have greater access and affinity to
unreached peoples and places that may be
difficult or impossible for Western workers to reach.
Until recently, the scope and influence
of these networks has been largely invisible
to many Christians around the world, including many mission agency leaders who
remain focused on their own organizational
priorities and have not understood or valued
the role that networks are now playing to
shape mission strategies. But any agency or
church that wants to be part of God’s plan to
reach the nations can no longer ignore the
influence of networks since they are shaping
the future of the mission movement.

The Vital Role of
Network Leaders

Mission networks are intentional efforts.
They don’t form spontaneously, and they
don’t operate by themselves. At the heart of
all effective networks are one or more collaborative leaders who have a dual calling—not
only to see breakthroughs in their particular
area of ministry, but also to see God’s people
working together in partnership.
Just as God has put the globalization process in motion which has led to the rapid rise
of networks, he also seems to be calling more
and more people into the unique role of network leadership and empowering them with
the gifting needed to fulfill this unique call.
David Bennett, Global Associate Director
for Collaboration for the Lausanne Movement, made a powerful presentation at the
2017 Synergy Summit affirming the unique
calling and gifting of network leaders. David
explained that while the Bible doesn’t refer
to networks or network leaders, it provides
numerous examples “of people who linked
other people together for a larger goal. Some
believers seem especially good at what all of
us are called to do, so we may describe them
as being ‘gifted’ for that role. God wants his
people to work together in unity and love,
but some are especially good at facilitating
those connections. Network leaders are like
ligaments in the body, joining muscles to
bones. Without the ligaments, neither the
muscles nor the bones can work together
properly”.4
Network leaders have a different skill set
than organizational leaders. They function
as neutral facilitators within a flat structure
where decision-making is by consensus

rather than authority. Network leaders work
across organizations, bridge cultural and
theological divides, and call everyone to
work together toward a larger vision than
could be accomplished separately. They facilitate connections, encourage participation,
manage conflict, and keep communication
flowing so the network can grow and achieve
its goals. What’s especially remarkable about
these leaders, is that most often they have
no training and little support from their
agencies, yet they voluntarily give hundreds
of hours in challenging leadership roles
because of what they believe the network
can achieve if people will commit to working together.
Chandan Kumar Sah is an example of one
of the remarkable leaders of a network in
one of the most unreached places on earth.
He comes from a Hindu background in
Bihar, India, a state in Northern India long
known as the “graveyard of missions.” Chandan came to faith in his late teens and soon
after became a church-planter. God gave him
a vision for seeing Bihar reached with the
gospel, which seemed an impossible task for
one church planting organization with such
limited capacity.
Over the next ten years, Chandan received
partnership training and coaching and was
transformed by what the Bible teaches about
the Body of Christ working together. He
was captured by the model of networks and
realized that if he started a church-planting
network which trained and resourced its
members, he would see a greater harvest
than what could be accomplished by his
own ministry. Today, that network includes
sixty-five church planting organizations
which have collectively planted more than
three thousand churches and transformed
the lives of thousands of people through
transformational health and economic development projects.5
There are hundreds of leaders like Chandan around the world providing critical
leadership to the increasing number of collaborative efforts. Some are working at a regional level like Chandan, while others lead
multinational networks with ten to over one
hundred agencies focused on specific people
groups, countries, or mission issues.
Unfortunately, few of these leaders have
the support of their agencies to give the time
and resources needed toward the networks
they serve. More often, those who have a vision for working beyond their agency’s goals
are seen as renegades to be managed, rather
than assets with skills to be deployed toward

building important Kingdom connections
that might enable their agency to achieve its
goals more quickly or effectively.
As a result, most network leaders are left
wearing a volunteer-leader hat by night,
while putting on their official organizational
hat by day, unable to give the very best of
themselves to either role. With limited leadership capacity, most networks fail to achieve
the enormous potential of their vision
because they simply don’t have the people
power and resources needed to keep things
moving forward.
Just as mission strategies must adapt to
our changing world, so must leadership
roles. Network leadership can no longer be
a second (or third!) hat leaders put on in
their “free time.” Imagine what Kingdom
breakthroughs might be possible if the
global Church recognized and validated this
vital role of network leadership and released
these uniquely gifted leaders to fulfill their
calling for “such a time as this.”

The Future Leaders of the
Mission Movement

As networks continue to grow and shape the
future of the mission movement, network
leaders will have a critical role to play in the
advance of the gospel—just as important as
disciple-makers, church-planters, or Bible
translators. Hundreds of mission leaders
are now participating in networks as a key
aspect of their ministry roles—some by appointment, some by passion. It is crucial that
mission agencies and churches take a proactive role to identify, equip, and empower
these leaders to develop the collaborative infrastructure needed for the global Church to
work together for the advance of the gospel.
There are three things churches, ministries, and mission agencies can provide so
that network leaders can thrive in their roles
and be an asset to the organizations and networks they serve:
Recognition and Validation
Often, leaders who are naturally wired to see
the potential of partnering have to justify
why they are investing time in networking
with other ministries. It may appear they
are working beyond the boundaries of their
defined role or agency’s priorities. Christian
organizations can develop such a myopic
view of their own priorities that they don’t
intentionally explore whether other ministries might share a similar vision and have
valuable information and resources to share.
This is where a paradigm shift is needed.
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Rather than trying to confine collaborative
leaders to traditional ministry roles and
boundaries, it is time we adjust our leadership framework to acknowledge the specialized leadership that is needed to effectively
facilitate inter-organizational collaboration.
We need to recognize the value of the
unique skills that network leaders have
and validate those who are called to be the
ligaments of the Body of Christ. Rather than
having to juggle between their real job and
their network role, these leaders would
be much more effective if they had clearly
defined roles that enable them to give their
full time and attention to the primary task
of developing networks. Appointing people
to roles such as Pastor of Church Partnerships
or Regional Network Facilitator, would release
them to fulfill their calling, utilize their gifts,
and become a champion for their ministry
to connect with others to potentially accomplish much greater Kingdom impact.
Questions for reflection:
What value does your church or agency
have for those uniquely called and gifted for
collaborative leadership?
How might you more intentionally identify, validate, appoint, and release these kinds
of leaders to be more effective in the ministry
of network-building?
Training and Coaching
At visionSynergy, members of our team have
worked with hundreds of network leaders
around the world over the last thirty years.
Even those who may be naturally wired for
this kind of role often struggle to know how
to facilitate practical collaboration that
moves from talk to action. Whether they’re
naturally gifted or not, no one is born having a clear roadmap for how to develop a
multi-organizational network for Kingdom
breakthroughs! Since most mission leaders
come out of hierarchical organizations, it
can be a major shift to understand how to
facilitate collaborative work in a consensus-based, flat structure where all partners
have an equal voice. Just like any skilled
leadership role, network leaders also need
training and coaching to develop the specialized skills needed to develop networks that
will be viable, healthy, and fruitful.
Agencies that have a genuine value for
releasing their leaders to participate in collaborative efforts need to prepare them with
a biblical understanding of partnership and
the essential knowledge and skills needed to
effectively participate in networks. Collaborative leadership is not something that can
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be learned in a classroom. While training can
provide a framework for the stages, roles, and
goals of developing a network, the real-world
skills of launching and leading a network can
only be learned on the job. Network leaders
can especially benefit from having coaches
who walk with them to problem-solve, encourage, point to best practices, and develop
their skills and confidence.
visionSynergy has a variety of resources
for agencies, churches, networks, and leaders
with a desire to expand their knowledge and
skills in this area. Many of these resources
can be found on the Synergy Commons (synergycommons.net), an online learning community for network leaders with articles,
video stories, webinars, and courses. In addition, visionSynergy has a one-day introductory workshop on networks and a two-year
coaching program for mission leaders with
a vision to launch a network. Contact info@
visionsynergy.net for more information.
Questions for reflection:
How is your agency seeking to equip and
support these kinds of leaders?
What kind of pre-field and on-field training might you need to develop to grow the
capacity of your personnel to become effective collaborative leaders?
Participation in a Learning Community
As more and more leaders move into these
kinds of collaborative leadership roles, there
is a tremendous need for them to connect
with one another for shared learning, encouragement, and the development of best
practices. Participation in a peer learning
community, whether online or face-to-face,
can provide valuable opportunities for
network leaders who often feel alone in
their roles.
One example of a community of practice
for Christian network leaders is the biennial
Synergy Summit (http://synergysummit.
global) hosted by visionSynergy to bring
network leaders together from around the
world for shared learning. In addition, the
Synergy Commons (https://synergycommons.net) online learning community has
over one thousand members representing
seventy networks and one hundred ten countries who connect online through facilitated
discussion groups and learning cohorts
focused on collaboration in mission.
God is uniting his people for the greatest
mission movement in history. We’ll need to
embrace new leadership roles and mission
structures as networks become an integral
aspect of Great Commission work. As God
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calls and empowers men and women to
serve in the unique capacity of network
leadership, we need to do everything we can
to enable them to serve the greater Body of
Christ so that we can accomplish together
what none could do alone.
Questions for reflection:
How can your church, ministry, or mission agency encourage collaborative leaders
to develop or participate in a community of
practice where they can connect with other
like-minded leaders to build their skills and
learn best practices in this growing field?
How does your ministry need to adjust its
strategies, priorities, and resources to more
effectively partner with others for Kingdom
advance? 
Kärin Butler Primuth is CEO of visionSynergy, an organization dedicated to
developing strategic mission networks
that unite the Body of Christ to reach the
unreached. Kärin’s vision for collaboration
has grown out of thirty years of global
ministry experience, having lived in China,
India, and South Africa and traveled to
more than thirty countries. Kärin serves on
the Missio Nexus Board. She has an MA in
Urban Planning from UCLA and a BS in Social
Policy from Northwestern University. She is
married with three young adult children and
lives in California.
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Giving Honor: A Key to Fruitful Cross-Cultural Partnerships
Werner Mischke

We begin with two assumptions: First, challenges concerning honor competition and rivalry
affect cross-cultural teams, networks, or partnerships throughout the world Christian
movement. Second, solutions (though not easy) are found in Christ.
Problem: (1) Honor competition—rivalry—was a major cultural feature of the New Testament
world and a problem in the New Testament church. (2) Honor competition and rivalry
occurring in mission teams and cross-cultural collaborations hinder biblical unity and
fruitful ministry.
Solution: (1) Jesus and Paul teach that serving and “giving honor” undermine the problem
of rivalry. (2) Unity in the body of Christ happens when the so-called honorable “give honor”
to the so-called less honorable. (3) The practice of empathic listening is an appropriate way
of giving honor in any culture. Giving honor by listening builds trust and unity for fruitful
ministry—a vital practice in the collaborative, intercultural, global mission of God.

The Problem of Rivalry
in the New Testament
World and Church

New Testament scholar James M. G. Barclay
describes the social context of Apostle Paul:
Paul lived in a face-to-face society where
self-advertisement, rivalry, and public competition were a perpetual cause of tension
in every day life. As recent research has emphasized, almost all social relations in Paul’s
cultural context were both ordered and
threatened by the competition for honor. …
The pursuit or defense of honor was, many
ancient commentators claimed, the chief
motivating force for action: “by nature we
yearn and hunger for honor, and once we
have glimpsed, as it were, some part of its
radiance, there is nothing we are not prepared to bear and suffer in order to secure it”
(Cicero, Tusc. 2.24.58). … Honor was derived
from comparison, from placing oneself (or
being placed by others) higher on some hierarchical scale, in which one person’s superiority means that another is comparatively
demeaned. This made honor ever the subject
of contest.1
Rivalry and public competition were a
perpetual cause of tension in every day life.
We observe rivalry in Mark’s Gospel when the
disciples argued about who was the greatest
(9:34); or when James and John boastfully
petitioned Jesus, “Grant us to sit, one at your
right hand and one at your left, in your glory”
(10:34), for which the other ten disciples were

“indignant” (10:41).
We also see rivalry in the early church.
Paul writes, “Some indeed preach Christ from
envy and rivalry…” (Phil 1:15). In his letter to
the Galatians, Paul proscribes “enmity, strife,
jealousy, fits of anger, rivalries, dissensions,
divisions” (5:22). He is addressing the values
of the Roman Empire—it was expected of
men to publicly engage in rivalry, competition, and to ‘never back down.’
Jerome Neyrey writes: “Some scholars of
the ancient world describe it as an ‘agonistic
society,’ by which they point to its intensely
competitive nature and the common envy
shown successful persons.”2 And Robert Jewett, in his commentary on Romans, writes “…
it is ordinarily overlooked that Rome is the
boasting champion of the ancient world …”3
Relatedly, consider the word “boast” in
the New Testament. According to Strong’s
Concordance, the Greek word forms for
boast (kauchaomai, kauchéma, kauchesis)
occur sixty times in the New Testament;
fifty-six are in Paul’s epistles—a surprisingly
high number. Why is this?
The boast is related to the honor-shame
dynamic scholars call “challenge and riposte,” which has four-parts: (1) the claim
to honor (or boast); (2) the challenge to the
claim; (3) the riposte, or defense of the claim
to honor; and (4) public recognition of who
wins and loses.4 Boasting was ingrained in
Roman manhood,5 so the frequent use of the
word boast in the New Testament signals for

the reader a social world characterized by
rivalry, competition, conflict.

Bringing Honor Status
Issues to the Surface

I do not mean to suggest that today’s Christian networks and partnerships around the
world have the same degree of boasting, rivalry, or honor competition that plagued the
New Testament church. I do mean to convey
that there is value in bringing to the surface
the issues of honor status and rivalry both in
the New Testament church and in contemporary cross-cultural ministry—along with
solutions offered by Jesus and Paul.
What might rivalry look like in networks
or cross-cultural partnerships today? Table
3.1 lists ten aspects of identity—plus examples of how variations in honor status related
to those aspects may typically contribute to
tension or rivalry.
Is the purpose of this article to unleash
thin-skinned resentment in otherwise
healthy relationships? Obviously not. It’s to
bring to light possible assumptions about
honor status on the part of the default
strong and honorable which may inhibit
partnership health. We want to stimulate introspection and dialog toward more fruitful
partnerships.
Who is in control? Which training model, which theology, is assumed? How is our
agenda determined?
We want to avoid choosing leaders based
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Table 3.1

Aspects of Identity and Variations in Honor Status

Aspects of Identity

General Variations

Typical Source of Tension/Rivalry

Age

Young, middle age, old

The older person has greater authority than the younger (or the reverse)

Gender

Male or female

The male automatically assumes leadership

Marital Status

Married, single, divorced

The married person always leads

Race

Arab, East Asian, South Asian, Anglo-European, African, Latino,
native/indigenous, etc.

By default, the Anglo-European leads the intercultural collaboration

Tribe

Minority tribe vs. majority tribe

The majority tribe representative is automatically the leader

Caste

Untouchables, lower, middle, upper

The untouchables or lower caste have little voice; the higher caste
are dominant

Family/Kinship

Orphan, “low” family, well-known family, nobility

The orphan is the follower—while the one from the well-known family or
nobility: automatically the leader

Economic Status

Poor, middle class, upper class, wealthy

The recipient of funds automatically submits to the provider of funds

National Identity

Western vs. Eastern & “Global South” or American vs. any other

The American or other Westerner is the leader by default

Formal Education

Little, undergraduate, advanced degrees

The one with an advanced degree assumes leadership over those with
lesser education

on assumed cultural values rather than
biblical servanthood and competence. We
want the voices of cross-cultural partners
amplified, not marginalized. We want issues of equality (2 Corinthians 8:14) given a
fair hearing.

Jesus: Undermining Rivalry
Through Serving

Jesus taught an upside-down honor code: “If
anyone would be first, he must be last of all
and servant of all” (Mark 9:35), and “whoever
would be great among you must be your servant” (Mark 10:43). High honor—being great
in God’s kingdom—is based on servanthood:
the more you serve the more you are honored by God.
Great honor is now accessible to everyone—regardless of gender, age, marital
status, race or tribe or caste, family blood,
economic status, nationality, or education.
Jesus is democratizing honor—making accessible to everyone the availability of honor in
the kingdom of God. By knowing Christ the
King and gaining honor through serving
(not competing), the problem of honor competition and rivalry—can be undermined.

Paul: Undermining Rivalry
Through “Giving Honor”

Let’s consider a selection of scriptures from
Paul as he describes the antithesis of rivalry—
what a unified body of Christ looks like. The
first passage is in 1 Corinthians: “The eye cannot say to the hand, ‘I have no need of you,’
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nor again the head to the feet, ‘I have no need
of you.’ On the contrary, the parts of the body
that seem to be weaker are indispensable,
and on those parts of the body that we think
less honorable we bestow the greater honor,
and our unpresentable parts are treated
with greater modesty, which our more presentable parts do not require. But God has
so composed the body, giving greater honor
to the part that lacked it, that there may be
no division in the body …” (1 Corinthains
12:21–25). Take note of the phrase: giving
greater honor to the part that lacked it.
The second scripture is Romans 12:10.
“Outdo one another in showing honor.” Here
Paul says go ahead, engage in competition,
but it is of an entirely different kind. The
only kind of rivalry permissible in the body
of Christ is this: Outdo one another in showing honor. Don’t compete for honor gained;
compete for honor given. Paul is prescribing behaviors that undermine the default
culture of rivalry and honor competition in
order to unify believers. Here’s the principle:
Unity in the body of Christ happens in proportion to the way the so-called strong and
honorable give greater honor and respect to
the so-called weak and less honorable.

Paul’s Theology for
Global Mission

In Romans, Paul’s appeal for unity in the
church has profound missiological significance. Theology professor Jackson Wu writes,
“mission drives the theological agenda of
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Romans.” Wu’s article on Romans (highly
recommended!) demonstrates exegetically
“that Paul wrote Romans in order to motivate
the Roman church to support his mission
to the ‘barbarians’ in Spain. … The letter’s
elaborate theology exists so that Paul might
preach the gospel where Christ had not been
known (Romans 15:20).”6 Paul wants Jewish
and Gentile factions of the church in Rome
to overcome rivalry and unite in fellowship—
which Paul sees as essential to gain their
support for his mission to unreached “barbarians” in Spain7 (Romans 1:14, 15:24–28).
One more scripture: “There is neither Jew
nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free,
there is no male and female, for you are all
one in Christ Jesus” (Galatians 3:28). This
verse speaks of a world-changing honor-status ideal: In Christ, all persons and peoples
are equal in value and honor status.8 This
union with Christ creates for believers an
“honor-surplus”—from which the so-called
strong and honorable are able to give
greater honor to the so-called weak and less
honorable.
Supernatural unity in the body of Christ
happens as we intentionally give honor to
those who seem to have less honor. One
early Christian document instructs such
alertness about honor status in its guidelines
for bishops: “The Didascalia … prescribed
that a bishop ought never to interrupt his
service to greet a person of high degree who
had just entered the church, lest he—the
bishop—be seen to be a respecter of persons;
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but, on seeing a poor man or woman enter
the assembly, that same bishop should do everything in his power to make room for the
new arrival, even if he himself should have to
sit upon the floor to do so.”9
How Christlike and counter-cultural—to
relinquish honor so someone of lesser
standing can be elevated! Can we see this
practice of relinquishing-honor-for-the
purpose-of-unity as vital for the health of
our own partnerships and networks, and
for bringing the gospel to all the peoples of
the earth?

Exceptions to Equality
of Honor Status

There are exceptions to the New Testament
ideal of egalitarian honor status. Paul says
that good church elders, preachers and
teachers are worthy of “double honor” (1
Timothy 5:17). And elevated honor is implied
for believers who suffer (1 Peter 2:7, 3:14, 4:16,
5:9, cf. Revelation 2:10).
Moreover, it is wise to give appropriate
honor in the culture at large. Paul wrote,
“Pay to all what is owed to them: … respect to
whom respect is owed, honor to whom honor
is owed (Romans 13:7). Similarly, Peter wrote,
“Honor everyone. Love the brotherhood.
Fear God. Honor the emperor” (1 Peter 2:17).
Give honor to whom honor is owed—honor everyone—honor the emperor. Is there
a particular honor-shame dynamic which
helps the New Testament reader understand
these commands in their social context? Yes:
patronage and reciprocity.10 “The emperor
was the patron, the benefactor, of his every
subject. The subjects, in turn, paid him back
for his benefactions with their loyalty; Thus,
the empire was a single enormous spider’s
web of reciprocal favors.”11 Obviously, giving
honor to the emperor through civic-minded
reciprocity is not the same as worshiping the
emperor as a god, considered idolatry by the
church. So, this rule: Giving honor? Usually
Table 3.2

Listening Empathically with
an Honor-Shame Filter

appropriate. Idolatry? Forbidden.

Balancing Equality
and Hierarchy

This presents believers with a balancing
act. Inside the church, all persons are equal
in ascribed honor in relationship to Christ.
Believers live by Jesus’ upside-down code
of serving and giving honor; this may challenge the status quo while witnessing to
the egalitarian love of God. Plus, effective
leaders, preachers, and teachers are worthy
of “double honor.” Outside the church,
believers give honor to whom honor is
due. Believers live in harmony with local
norms, upholding the status quo of hierarchical honor codes—so long as it doesn’t
veer into idolatry.

Giving Honor Through
Empathic Listening

What might “giving honor” look like in
Christian ministry? It varies, of course, depending on the kind or ministry you’re a part
of. Local customs, events, and language may
also shape how you give honor to a person,
family, or community. But there’s also a universal manner of giving honor, appropriate
in most any relational situation. It’s listening. Table 3.2 identifies five levels of listening
culminating in empathic listening.
Empathic listening is also called hearing
with your heart. It’s not easy. It requires uncommon self-awareness and discipline. It is
difficult to not merely listen casually, but to
listen actively and uncritically—to interpret
what I hear and to reflect what’s being said
with the right corresponding emotion. To
listen deeply when I’d rather speak is relinquishing honor to another. It requires much
of me—spiritually and emotionally—to
reflect what my friend both thinks and feels
before offering an opinion. It requires much,
but listening shows respect, gives honor, and
builds trust.

Finally, consider three honor-shame dynamics in light of empathic listening. Might we
gain some additional perspective to defuse
rivalry and conflict?
1. Love of honor. The honor-shame dynamic
love of honor is common worldwide,
and amplified in honor-shame cultures.
Augustine wrote, “For the glory that the
Romans burned to possess, be it known,
is the favorable judgment of men who
think well of other men.”12 How might
our awareness of the love of honor be
useful in resolving conflict?
Reflect: Has a person, family, or community been insulted? Can honor be restored?
2. Two sources of honor—ascribed and
achieved. Ascribed honor is about one’s
being—derived from family, kinship,
tribe, place of birth, or title, regardless
of individual merit. Achieved honor is
about one’s behavior. Ascribed honor
is gained by loyalty and doing good,
by competition in the arenas of sport,
politics, warfare, the arts, education, or
simply the daily ‘social game of pushand-shove.’13
Reflect: Is a standard of ascribed honor
based on age, family, title, etc. in conflict with a merit-based standard of
achieved honor?
3. Image of limited good. This is “the belief
that everything in the social, economic,
natural universe ... everything desired
in life: land, wealth, respect and status,
power and influence ... exist in finite
quantity and are in short supply. If you
gain, I lose ... it’s a ‘zero-sum game.’”14
Reflect: Has someone gained honor—at
the undue expense of another?

Levels of Listening

1. I only appear to be listening

2. I listen in order to be heard

3. I listen for information

4. I listen to understand

5. I listen empathically

I’m thinking about something
else. My mind and heart are
elsewhere; and usually the person
I’m talking to knows it.

I’m thinking about what I will
say next. I want to make a good
impression by what I say. I
may gain something valuable
as a result.

I need the knowledge to be
effective in my work, family,
relationships, ministr y.

I repeat using many of the same
words I have heard—so that the
person knows I understand him
or her. I want to reflect what the
person is thinking.

I interpret what I have heard using
my own words, and I tr y to use
the appropriate emotion. I want
to reflect what the person both
thinks and feels.
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Summary

Rivalry in the body of Christ is undermined
through servanthood and when the so-called
honorable “give honor” to the so-called
less honorable. Giving honor—so others of
lesser standing are elevated—can be done by
empathic listening in our cross-cultural partnerships. Could it be, that in our increasingly
collaborative global Christian family, this is
vital to our mission?

For Discussion

How might you assess the issue of rivalry in
your agency, network, or partnership?
What would be the benefits of developing
a ministry culture of outdoing one another in
showing honor and empathic listening? 
Werner Mischke, D.D. (Hon. Causa) has
served with Mission ONE since 1992 and is
currently Interim President. He has done
training on ”Honor, Shame, and the Gospel”
in Brazil, Lebanon, India, New Zealand,
Spain, Thailand, Turkey, and the United
States. Werner’s book The Global Gospel
(2015) and blog (wernermischke.org) are
part of the conversation concerning honor-shame in the world Christian movement.
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Article

Introducing Story-Strategic Methods
Robert Strauss

“TELL THIS MAN WE WERE SLEEPING”
Reza Aslan’s recent history of Islam, No god but God, tells the story of a train conductor
confronting a young American couple on a coach bound from Casa Blanca on the Atlantic to
the interior city of Marrakesh.1 The conductor, upset, speaks loudly in Arabic, falling at times
in anger into his Berber dialect. Long an economic center in West Africa, Marrakesh dates
from the Berber Empire. Its current population is about a million people.

Living now in California but from Iran,
Aslan tells the story as a visitor in Morocco
for several months. He is awakened out of
a rumbling slumber by a thunderclap of
conversation from the adjacent compartment, loud enough to penetrate the train’s
roar. It sounds like a Moroccan authority
reprimanding someone, asking for passports. Aslan’s story goes something like
this. Although I reconstruct it here from the
conductor’s perspective, the essence of the
story is true.2
The conductor had seen the young couple
enter Car 2’s first-class compartment just
after eight o’clock in the evening. The train
would depart the Casa Voys station at ten
to nine, and after four stops would arrive
in Marrakesh at midnight. Most passengers
slept on this last run of the day. At first, the
conductor did not know for sure but merely
assumed the couple was American. Both
were tall with long hair. The woman wore a
long, thin skirt and a tank top. Her shoulders
were bare. Her hair—blond, disheveled—was
uncovered. They had backpacks. The man
also carried a medium-sized box.
Settling into his seat, the young man
opened the box. He pulled out several books.
The conductor immediately recognized
them—Christian Bibles. His fury was abrupt,
at the proselytizing, of course, but at the
couple’s apparel, too. They looked fresh from
a nightclub. The foreigner handed a book
each to his compartment companions, who
graciously accepted. The conductor knew
what to do but waited until the train was
fully boarded. Mostly businessmen filled
Car 2. Another man—a Persian?—caught
the conductor’s eye. This man seemed to
carry himself comfortably. Maybe he also
spoke Arabic?
Shortly after departing Casa Blanca, the

conductor confronted the couple. They
had nestled in the corner of a seat near the
window. Though the conductor knew some
French, even a few words of English, he spoke
to the foreigner in Moroccan Arabic. He
knew he must be forceful and uninterrupted.
Flushed, the foreigner responded at first
in French but quickly reverted to American
English. The conductor knew it! They were
Americans! He paid no attention to the
foreigner’s responses. He fervently urged
him to stop distributing material offensive
to Allah. As the conductor admonished him,
the American responded in defensive anger.
The conductor demanded their passports.
The conductor had not noticed his flank,
but promptly the Persian businessman was
at his side, speaking Arabic softly. The Persian
begged the conductor to understand. The
foreign man and woman were married, he
said. They were Americans. The Persian said
that the man was attempting to tell the conductor that they were simply sleeping and
meant no mischief. Indignant, the conductor
countered, “This is not a nightclub!”
Again, the American nervously beseeched
the businessman, “Will you please tell this
man we were sleeping?” The young woman
cried out in panic, and the American began
taking out money to pay off the conductor so
he would leave them be.
The Persian intervened once more and
assured the conductor that he would stay
with the American couple to make sure they
did no further harm. With extreme reluctance, the conductor complied. In disgust,
he walked away. But as he did, he turned and
spat in English, “Christian!”
From a distance, the conductor saw
the Persian businessman move into the
compartment. He spoke with the American
couple. They seemed to be sharing some

explanation with him. What he could not
hear was that they told the Persian they
were missionaries enroute to the country of
Western Sahara through Marrakesh. The box
they brought was filled with New Testaments
translated into Arabic. They were distributing them on their way as a means of sharing
their faith with the people of Morocco. They
did not speak Arabic and only a few words of
French. They intended to share the Gospel in
Western Sahara, also a Muslim nation where
Arabic and Berber were spoken.
The conductor turned away, revolted.

Awaken to The CrossCultural Context

There is more to the story. In his Prologue,
Aslan tells part of it, including a bitter history throughout the region that not all understand, especially those coming in from the
outside. Malcolm and Jennifer, the American
couple on the train, had no lingering memory of the colonial endeavor, the “civilizing
mission” that went hand-in-hand with Christianizing efforts in the past.
However, most of the time, locals do know
and remember the whole story, and with
fervency. There are Muslims who resent the
West and are suspicious of its people. In the
Muslim world, some believe that there will
be an inevitable collision between the United States (and Israel) and Islam.3
So it makes sense that one would not
abruptly go into Morocco from the West. If
one did enter the country, one would want to
(re)build relationships, learn language, and
(re)earn trust. Gifting New Testaments in a
local language would not likely be a first step.
I have heard the details Aslan tells only
once. But it’s a familiar story—one we have
heard countless times all over the world.
Aslan’s anecdote crystalizes the context of
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modern Christian expansion.
Even if we are aware that a local story
already exists, to what degree do we demonstrate respect for it and its role of making
meaning and shaping a future in that locale?
Respect across cultures requires time, relationships, trust, and the ability to effectively
carry on human exchange with people who
may think you, the outsider, are strange. A
key line from Aslan’s story is when Malcolm,
the well-intentioned young American, says,
“Will you please tell this man we were sleeping?” Malcolm may not have realized he was
speaking metaphorically. The conductor already knew he was “asleep,” asleep to history,
asleep to the local story, asleep to damaged
relationships. He and his wife were also
asleep to an effective approach to cross-cultural ministry.
In intercultural communication, we need
to awaken to the cross-cultural context. Culture is more powerful than we first realized
and assumed. A locale’s current culture
derives from a region’s shared stories, often
ones that have been told and retold for hundreds of years. Locals know the story—both
the individual tales that get passed down
and the larger narrative that gives poignancy to those tales. Culture, history, and story
are inseparable. Today, some in missiology
tend to downplay culture, but this imperils
intercultural communication. This tendency
itself is a byproduct of culture. In the Global
West, we value bottom-line-up-front (BLUF)
communication. We prize efficiency. We
expedite everything. We seek innovation. We
assume everyone is the same. Sometimes, political correctness prevents identifying and
understanding true differences. Such values
stem from the guilt/innocence pattern of
our culture, based on objectified written
codes, pervaded by a strong sense of right
and wrong.
Honor cultures do not downplay culture.
People in the Global East share a strong sense
of history, tradition, and shared story. People
are high-context communicators. All this
takes time. Relationships are prized. Everything is slowed down. Everyone is not the
same.4 The train conductor in Morocco was
raised up in an honor pattern of culture. He
valued time-honored traditions. He would
interpret abruptness as disrespect, even
when no disrespect is intended.
Those of us who have been raised up in
the Global West need to awaken to culture.
Abruptly entering the cross-cultural context
is a mistake. Not knowing the local history
and its accompanying stories reveals, at
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best, our ineptness. Attempting to communicate intimately apart from relationships
is ill-mannered. Assuming authority as a
communicator comes off arrogant. Thinking
the biblical story automatically trumps local
culture is not only inaccurate anthropology
but also bad theology.

There is More to the Story

Throughout the global mission community,
storytelling has supplanted topical teaching. At one time in the not so distant past,
the former method of delivery—outlines of
sensibly arranged topics with accompanying
PowerPoint bullets—was implemented far
and wide, including in intercultural environments.
Tom Steffen, former cross-cultural worker
in the Philippines among the Ifugao people,
describes the turning point in his new book
Worldview Storytelling.5 Beginning in the early
1970s, cross-cultural workers began teaching
chronologically through the Bible rather
than communicating prescribed topics of
systematic doctrine. Their work opened the
door for storytelling as a preferred method of
communication. Interestingly, it was already
the preferred method locally and beyond.
The advent of storytelling worked. Communication improved. But cross-cultural
challenges remained. Abrupt entry is still
a mistake, whether to outline topics or tell
stories. Not knowing the local history and
its accompanying stories as one tells a rival
story is still clumsy. Not building relationships is outside the biblical norm. Urgency
is the enemy of necessity. Despite the advent
of storytelling, challenges still exist. We still
need not merely stories, but story-strategic methods.
Not least of these challenges is that of
human need. It stands at the forefront as a
barrier to effective communication about
the Kingdom of God and especially the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. Ephesians 4:11–25
describes the difficulties. They are daunting.
The biblical author laments that we are by
our own nature futile in our thinking with a
darkened understanding. Apart from Christ,
we are separated from God and hard heartedness blocks our way back to him. A cross-cultural communicator does not hurriedly
bypass this human challenge. Abrupt entry
only worsens the situation. In Ephesians 4,
the emphasis is on teaching, and, no doubt,
these efforts to minister take time.
Compounding this spiritual need are
other challenges inherent in any cross-cultural context. The storyteller from the Global
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West is individualistic, a low-context communicator, direct in speech, dichotomistic,
time conscious, task oriented, and raised up
in a justice pattern of culture. Most often,
hearers are very different: group oriented,
high-context communicators, indirect, holistic, relationship oriented, and raised up in
a different pattern of culture, such as, honor,
reciprocity, and/or harmony.6
The challenges of intercultural communication are complex. The cross-cultural
chasm is real. There is no fairy tale in which
sprite or fairy dust closes the cultural gap. So
what do we do?

Strategic Storytelling

What is a solution? We must not abandon
storytelling. We are already on the right
path. However, we must be more strategic,
remembering the insights from venerable
researchers in the past. The option never has
been story or culture. It always was culture
and story. Strategic storytelling rests on four
assumptions related to intercultural communication:
1. Storytelling is a locally familiar form and
function in communication.
2. Local culture trumps outside rival stories.7
3. Effective storytelling across cultures
requires experience and expertise in
cross-cultural communication.8
4. Effective storytelling—in fact, any
communication—requires credibility.
Credibility or trust takes time, relationships, and shared experiences.
This article will not expand on the assumption related to storytelling. Few need
to be convinced of its power and precedence. Everywhere one goes, it is there. John
Cosby, the Latin American Consultant with
Worldview Resource Group, is researching
and writing about the particular forms and
functions of story across cultures. Stories
do not always have the same form. They are
delivered uniquely depending on the local
culture. And their function may vary from
setting to setting.
For over a decade, the consultants with
Worldview Resource Group have argued that
storytelling is not a panacea. Simply telling
the biblical story does not supplant local
cultural assumptions, values, institutions,
and behaviors. On the contrary, local culture
trumps rival stories from the outside, even
the biblical story.9
Effective storytelling across cultures
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still requires experience and expertise in
cross-cultural communication. For a brief period of time, as storytelling was establishing
itself as the preferred medium of communication in the Great Commission community,
several incorrectly mused that understanding culture may not be part of the equation.
Abundant evidence from out in the field
shows these musings to be mistaken.
Lastly, the credibility of the messenger,
the storyteller, is paramount. Strangers are
viewed with suspicion. Outsiders are seldom
trusted. Trust is either earned or transferred.
Gaining trust requires time, relationships,
and shared lived experiences. Beware of
shortcuts! In my book, Introducing Story-Strategic Methods,10 I expand on these topics.
There is more to the story. In what ways are
we asleep? How can we awaken to more effective engagement across cultures? 
Robert Strauss is President of Worldview
Resource Group, an organization that equips
mission leaders in a story-based worldview
approach to cross-cultural ministry. With a
Doctorate of Missiology from Biola University’s School of Intercultural Studies, he is
also a member of the International Academy
for Intercultural Research. He is Lead Faculty
in the College of Business and Economics at
Regis University in Denver, Colorado.
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Article

The High Calling of Senders
Pam Arlund and Peggy Spiers

In the Great Commission (Matthew 28:18–20), when Jesus sent his workers out to take the
gospel to all the people groups on earth, he never meant for it to be a mission for a few
superheroes of the faith. This is made clear by the context in which the Great Commission
was given. Of the eleven remaining disciples on the mountain that day, some believed but
others were in doubt (Matthew 28:17). This doubt of some that day did not convince Jesus to
shrink back or to remove the doubters. Jesus went right ahead and gave them their marching
orders anyway: go to all the people groups of earth and teach them to obey his commands.

The Calling of Goers
and Senders

Jesus called everyone. The going is not just
for a few elite, but no one can go unless they
are sent. Paul makes this clear when he says:
But how can they call on him to save them
unless they believe in him? And how can
they believe in him if they have never heard
about him? And how can they hear about
him unless someone tells them? And how
will anyone go and tell them without being
sent? That is why the Scriptures say, “How
beautiful are the feet of messengers who
bring good news!” (Romans 10:15).
This means that both Goers (missionaries
or church planters) and Senders (emotional
and practical support workers) are called
by God. For too long, however, the Senders
have had little or no development, encouragement, or training. This is to the detriment
of the Goer but also to the detriment of the
Senders themselves. It is incumbent upon
leaders to develop people’s gifts, but this
gift of Sending has not been developed or
trained. Yet, Scriptures make it clear that the
kingdom does not operate without the Senders. So, why is almost no training directed
towards them?
Churches regularly train local believers
in every church job from greeter to bulletin
folder to small group leader to hospitality
helper, but almost no training is ever given
to Senders. The Goers are trained and have requirements placed upon them. This is good
and right. However, Senders do not normally
have any training requirements or necessary
qualifications asked of them as they serve.
This positions not only the Senders to be
unable to fulfill their calling, but it also can
(and sometimes does) lead to the downfall
of the entire missionary enterprise. If we are
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bold enough to ask the question, What’s it
going to take to see Jesus worshipped by all
the peoples of the earth?, then certainly, at
least part of that answer is to call forth, equip,
and release Senders.

Lack of Training for Senders

Perhaps Senders have not been trained due
to some misconceptions about how mission
is conducted. It seems that many church
members feel that all missionaries want is
their money and to receive. This pattern is
shown in Figure 5.1. The Senders give their
prayers or finances and receive nothing in
return from the Goer. The Senders do receive
the opportunity to be involved in God’s work
in the nations, but only in a peripheral way
through newsletters and occasional visits.
Although some Senders feel large ownership
over the mission, most seem to feel they are
not in the same league as the Goer.
However, if Senders are called and cultivated in their ministries within a mutually
supportive team working alongside Goers,
then the missionary process is no longer
a one-way street with the Goers receiving
and the Senders giving. Instead, as are the
Figure 5.1
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Goers, the Senders are now mutual givers
and receivers. Then the Senders are not only
contributing financially and in their prayers
but, depending on other gifting and abilities,
they are involved in a whole host of other
ways. They are no longer only supporting
the Goer, but they are an integral part of the
team. And, in fact, if the team doesn’t function well, then all the people on the team are
affected, not just the Goer.
In Figure 5.2, if one of the team members,
say the one who is a Facebook liker, is suffering and not able to do his job, then one of the
other team members ought to find out why
and help him. Such teams need a great deal
of administration and coordination. They
need much higher buy-in on the front end
and a deeper commitment to each other as
significant and important in reaching the
end goal: making God’s name great among
an unreached people group. No one in the
group is insignificant and no one in the
group ought to see himself as “just an intercessor” or “just a listening ear.” Each person
is happy and joyful in their gift, sees its
significance to the mission, and owns their
contribution and role on the team.

Old Way: Senders Give and Goers Receive

Senders

Goers
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Figure 5.2
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George Patterson, missionary to Honduras and missionary statesman said to me
many years ago, “There is no gift of church
planting in the Bible because all gifts are necessary to church planting.” And, yet, when
most church members are invited to become
part of a church planting team as a Sender,
no one trains them and they don’t know how
to be a part of it.
We met a lady recently who volunteers at
a museum. She is required to be at training
every week for a year to do a volunteer job.
Not only did she do it, but there were more
people wanting to volunteer than they
could accept, so she had to apply and prove
her worth. And yet we have trouble finding
volunteers in the church. Perhaps when we
ask so little, people feel the insignificance of
the task. In this way of Sending, Senders are
asked to make a high commitment and are
asked to receive training and commit to regular gatherings for mutual edification and to
advance the work.

Finding Senders

So, how do we find and prepare the Senders?
First, people need to find their place. Such
people can be found by local church leaders
in their congregations or Sunday School
classes or home groups. They might also be
found by agency leaders at Perspectives classes, special trainings, or through interactions
with people at mission conferences. Such
people might also be found in local Bible
colleges, Christian schools, university or

Tech Helper

Family

Communicator

Team Administrator

high school Christian groups on campuses,
or even in seminaries. The key is that they are
aware of the Great Commission (through the
good work of one of the groups in which they
were found, most likely) and they are ready
to be involved in making God’s name great
among the neglected peoples of the earth in
any way God empowers them to do so.
As it is now, most such settings talk about
the high and lofty calling of missionaries but
not of the high and lofty called of Senders.
As a result, most people conclude that they
are neither privileged to be called as a missionary or are some sort of secondary citizen
without a calling. They often feel undervalued and unworthy as Christians because they
weren’t called. However, if it is true that all of
us are called to make God’s name great in the
nations, then we are all called! Just called differently. It’s time to restore the calling of the
Senders. The Great Commission cannot be
accomplished without literally thousands of
such Senders being trained and encouraged
all around the world.
Once people are informed of the two
large categories of being involved in the
Great Commission (i.e. either as a Sender or a
Goer), they should receive training. For Senders, our agency has pioneered a new training
called Sender’s University. The first training
(Senders 101) is a one-day training in which
we cover topics such as the high and lofty
calling of Senders, different practical ways to
be involved in a mutually supporting Sending team, the call to live a wartime lifestyle

(cf. Ralph Winter. Reconsecration to a Wartime
Mentality), some basics on culture shock and
how to support people going through it, and
some basic ideas on how to care well for the
Goers and their families (including the parents left behind).

Types of Senders

Through carrying out this training, it quickly
became clear that there are also different
kinds of Senders. Just as not all Goers are
gifted or have strengths in the same areas,
neither are all Senders the same. We eventually placed Senders into four categories. The
grouping was not to put people in a box but
necessary since each of these types of people
required different training and encouragement. They also needed different on-ramps
to offer their gifts. We examine each of the
four categories below.
Wild Stallion
These are strong-willed people who can
endure hardship. They can be mobile and
nimble and are frustrated when things move
slowly or seem boring. They are not afraid of
work or hard and difficult living or working
conditions. Wild Stallion Senders are needed in missions. However, they are often not
good team players and do not want to be
responsible for other people. Rather than
sitting around for a nice conversation or theoretical discussion, they want to get things
done. Sometimes such people can get off
course and sidetracked into something else
if they do not stick to the mission and vision
statement.
Wild Stallion Senders are quick to respond to a need, though they do not always
stop to ask others about proper protocol
to fulfill the need. They see the need and
respond. They are willing to work with other
passionate people who are willing to be bold
and live sacrificially, but they are also willing
and able to work alone—sometimes for years.
Although Wild Stallions are sometimes difficult to get along with, this does not mean
that we simply condone poor character or allow people to be rude or angry. Being Christlike is always the standard for all believers.
The point here is simply to acknowledge how
these folks are gifted and wired and release
them to work in the way in which they will be
most successful. Wild Stallions should not be
put in a corral or bridled.
Special Ops
These folks are quite similar to the Wild
Stallion; however, rather than being lightly
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coached, they like plenty of coaching and
training. They do not want to learn anything
abstract but want to be like a specially
trained force that is able to do the required
work. They are reflective practitioners but
also active in the work. Special Ops Senders
like to strategize each of their activities and
go into them with a clearly thought out and
well-rehearsed plan. They like making goals,
analyzing them, and moving systematically
towards them. Even so, they are also able to
adapt, improvise, and overcome.
Special Ops Senders are usually easy to
identify because they have often taken every
training offered and read every book ever
written on the topic of missions. They are
often seen sitting in the Perspectives class for
the 3rd or 4th time. They are seen engaging
the speakers and trainers that come their
way with intelligent questions born out of
deep thought and a desire to do things well.
They volunteer to host Perspectives speakers
and other visiting missionaries because they
want to be able to ask them questions. They
likely read many of the main missions magazines, like Mission Frontiers, EMQ, etc.
Special Ops Senders might show up to
Missions Committee meetings or Sending
Team meetings with complicated charts they
have created. Their solutions are simple and
obvious to them but can be confusing or too
complicated for others. Such people enjoy
discussing strategy, but not merely for the
sake of discussion. They become impatient
with committees that are led by their heart
and compassion rather than strategy. They
often know they are extreme and are willing
to let their ideas be honed to be realistic,
but they have a hard time “watering things
down” so that more could participate. They
can work well on teams that they feel are
strategic or at least trying to be, but they
are not likely to be the ones to develop new
Senders unless they see such development as
strategic. They do not do well on teams that
are designed to maintain the status quo.
Special Ops Senders enjoy maximizing
their time, talent, and treasure to become
the best Sender they can be. They are the ones
who figure out that a different way of living
would let them give away more of their time,
talent, and treasure. It often mystifies them
that others aren’t also interested in making
changes in their lifestyle so that the Great
Commission can be advanced.
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Construction Worker
Happy to serve on a team, Construction
Worker Senders are not likely to want to be
the leader of the team. If they can work alongside a leader, they may carry many of the administrative burdens of coordinating a team,
but do not usually want to be responsible
for strategic guidance and leadership. They
can be committed Senders but will usually
be involved in “moderation,” balancing the
Sending alongside other things they can do.
When asked to do a task, Construction
Worker Senders are usually willing as long
as it fits in the context of other activities in
their lives. They are especially willing to
serve for “one off” activities or in specific
circumstances. They might even go to great
lengths to do short-term tasks and inconvenience themselves a great deal, if the task fits
their other giftings. For example, they might
open their home to a missionary family for
weeks or months on end if hospitality is one
of their primary giftings. Or, they see it is
needed and helpful, they might bring food to
every Perspectives class. They might give free
dental care or car repair or computer help to
Goers, even at great cost to themselves. These
people usually serve best if someone else is
guiding and “coaching” them.
Hub Worker
Hub Workers have traditionally been
thought of as “Home Office” staff or perhaps
a mission pastor. Unlike the other categories
of Senders, these folks are usually working
full time as Senders. Hub Worker Senders
process finances, provide infrastructure,
recruit and train more workers, coordinate
teams, etc. However, some might also be
“forward advanced” Hub Workers—in a field
location but primarily caring for the team.
They are the ones who help new people,
coach and train the other types of workers,
coordinate or administrate teams, care for
practical issues like computers, cars, visas,
etc. So, Hub Workers might be found at bases
in traditional sending locations or part of
field teams where their primary job is to care
for that team.

Types of Senders Summarized

These categories are not designed put
people in a box or to say that one type of
Sender is better than another. They grew
out of many hours of coaching and training
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and discovering that not all Senders flourished under the same kind of coaching
and training.
The categories are meant to allow for an
encouraging dialogue with a caring mentor
to make sure Senders are well placed. These
discussions have helped to make some team
pairings much better and prevent some team
pairings that seemed destined for failure. For
example, a sweet couple that are Construction Workers wanted to join a couple that
are Special Ops to form a Sending Team. We
were able to explain to the Construction
Workers that they could join that team but
that they were not likely to receive much
care, chatting, hanging out, etc. They would
need to look elsewhere for those things. We
did not ask the Special Ops people to change.
Nor did we ask the Construction Workers
to change. We were able to soberly assess if
it could work. In the end, both decided to
go their own way but with a respect and admiration for the other. These concepts help
immensely in team formation for both Goers
and Senders.

Conclusion

Instead of looking for a small, select pool of
people with certain gifting, we have come
to believe that all giftings are to be used in
fulfilling the Great Commission. Some are
Goers and some are Senders. Not all have the
same ways of working or operating within
those callings. One of the keys is to restore
an environment of dignity, honor, and worth
for the different kinds of Senders. We have
seen that when Senders are released to their
role and doing it within their personality
mix, the Goers thrive, the Senders receive
joy and mutual support, and more people
groups get a chance to hear about Jesus for
the first time. 
Pam Arlund, PhD, is the Global Training and
Research Leader for All Nations Family, Inc.
She has been a church planter among an
unreached people group and also trained
many Goers and Senders.
Peggy Spiers is the Global Advocate for
All Nations Family, Inc. She has served as a
Sender by training local believers, serving
field locations, and raising up Sending
Teams for many Goers.
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The House Church and World Missions: A Case Study
Leanne M. Dzubinski, Jacqueline Parke, and Christa L. McKirland

Recent decades have seen the increase of two trends in American evangelical Christianity.
The first is the growth of house churches as a new forum for small groups of believers to
practice their faith together. The second is an increase in the church-based sending of
missionaries. Each trend seems to reflect some of the defining characteristics of believers
in a post-modern era. However, the two strands are rarely brought into conversation with
each other.

The house church literature primarily views
mission as the task of local, community evangelism. The church-based sending literature
primarily looks at the sending patterns of
large churches. The purpose of this article is
to bridge the gap between those two fields
by presenting the findings of a study of one
house church in Southern California, where
members had significant participation
in world mission in the three years of the
church’s existence.

House Churches

Parallel to the growth of mega-churches in
the United States, there has been a resurgence of the house-church model.1 House
churches are independent congregations
rather than small groups from a larger
church.2 They tend to focus on relationship
over programming, thus functioning in a
family-like manner.3
Although this model has long been
established as a viable form of church in
some parts of the world where Christianity
is illegal or persecuted, the trend in North
America originated for different reasons.
Christians are returning to this model as
representative of the New Testament church
(e.g., Colossians 4:15). House churches appeal
to a millennial generation desirous of authenticity and being known, since a house
church can offer close relationships built on
knowing and loving one another. The house
church model encourages high levels of
participation and shared leadership that is
appealing to those who want an active role
in their church community.4 Such a model
can also be an effective site for evangelism
in a 21st century, post-modern world, where
authentic community is attractive for those
who do not have a relationship with Jesus.5
Finally, house churches express a value of

sharing the gospel in cross-cultural ways.
However, there is little empirical research
on such missionary activity,6 or on house
churches in general.7 Therefore, the purpose
of this qualitative case study is to understand
how the participants of one house church in
Southern California perceive their participation in world mission.

Methodology

The research question guiding this study was:
How do participants of one house church in
Southern California perceive their participation in world mission? The methodology we
chose to investigate this question was case
study because we investigated a bounded
system.8 All participants in this study were
members of the same house church. Case
study was also suitable because the primary
investigators in the research were three
members of the house church with insider
knowledge of the church. The church was
only two years old at the time of the study.
Approximately two-thirds of the members
were millennials. Approximately 25% of the
group had gone on some type of mission
trip during those two years, and each chose
to connect directly with a ministry in the
host location, rather than working through
a sending body. We believed that this high
level of participation was significant and
wanted to better understand the dynamics
occurring in the group that created this
involvement. We also believe that our study
may resonate with other house churches
and be useful for them as well as for mission agencies.
Our data collection methods included
three focus groups and two individual interviews. One focus group was conducted with
four house church members who went on
mission trips in the past two years, or “goers.”

The second group was conducted with four
members who were strongly involved as
“senders.” The third focus group brought all
participants together, to share and review
our findings. We also conducted two individual interviews with house church participants who had mission experience but no
longer lived near the church community.
The central understanding to emerge from
this study is that the family-like, relational
nature of the house church community had
both positive and negative effects on senders
as well as goers.

House Church as Family

A number of participants described the
house church community as family. A conversation in the senders’ focus group illustrated this clearly. John said, “For me it’s just
this is our family, and so we love them and
care about them.” Beth responded, “I like
that you used the word family.” When one of
the goers was having a hard time, the house
church used FaceTime to communicate.
Susan explained, “That was really powerful
when we could FaceTime with Sally, how that
personal connection felt like we were loving
on a family member and especially when
she was having some dark days there on
that long term trip. We felt very emotionally
connected.”
The main aspect of family that house
church members described was relational.
Beth said, “We were able to take on that empathy in a very personal way. The longevity
of our relationship really facilitates a deep
empathy.” House church was also a kind of
surrogate family for those who are not from
the area and thus didn’t have biological family living locally. Beth described how the community supported Sally as she got ready for
her trip: “Being a part of her family here in
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this area and that was like bouncing her off
to her next phase.” Because the house church
has deep, familial relationships, these have
distinct impact when church members go on
short-term or long-term trips.

Positive Effects for Senders

One strong positive effect was that senders believed strongly in the person. John
explained, “The nature of the trip wasn’t as
relevant as the nature of their relationship
to us. We supported the trip because we
support them and we love them.” Where
missionaries in a large church may have to
develop credibility, house church members
were invested immediately because they
knew the person.
A second positive effect was the contagious nature of the goer’s passion. Both
Jennifer and Susan talked about their passion for the mission work they do. Jennifer
explained that getting involved in mission
“changed the trajectory of my life and I think
it woke me up to certain things that I had forgotten I loved.” As she prepared to go back,
she shared that love and passion with the
house church.
Similarly, Susan was quite passionate
about her mission work. She described
herself as “passionate about the refugee
movements that are going on in Europe”
and described how that passion led her to
get involved in four trips. House church
members found themselves drawn into
this passion and actively participating in it.
David commented about “the number of
people in the house church who have gone
to get training on how to work with refugees.
That does seem to be a continuation of that
[passion]. That’s really superb.” The impact
lasted after Susan’s trips, as Beth explained:
“Those trips tend to be so potent in the spiritual walk. When someone has gone through
that extreme setting for a period of time and
comes back it spreads.” Thus, passion was
contagious and easily communicated to the
members of the house church community.
Senders also felt highly invested in the
work that fellow house church members
were doing on their trips. John explained,
“Being close to the people that we helped
send on these trips, it was almost as though
we were going with them.” That closeness
also affected financial support. In the combined focus group, John reflected: “You can
support an organization like World Vision
or Red Cross. They do good work. But having
that member of our own family that we got
to send was a great way to make a difference.”
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The close personal connection helped senders feel highly invested in these mission trips.

Positive Effects for Goers

The goers also described some positive effects from going on their mission trips. For
one goer, the relational support of the house
church created a strong sense of belonging.
Sally explained, “I was still pretty new to
house church when I left. I definitely felt like
I was sent by the house church community,
and when I came back I felt like I was more
a part of it, like I belonged.” This sense of belonging was fostered by the community having a send-off party for her, writing notes in a
journal, and sending it with her on the trip.
A second positive effect described by goers was honesty. Jennifer talked about this at
length. “Really, what you guys have provided
is just a space to be very honest about what’s
going on in our work.” Then she reflected
on what it was like to report on her ministry
to larger churches, where she was expected
to keep to a short timeline and give a few
highlights. In contrast, when she came to
house church, it felt like, “you’re a person,
I’m a person, let’s talk about what’s actually
happening.” Jennifer expressed appreciation
for this honest, personalized conversation
about her work.
A third positive effect for goers was having
a space to debrief when they returned from a
trip. Susan talked about that benefit. “So after
the second trip I had a gathering of people
from house church and we ate Chinese food
and processed and debriefed the trip together and that was helpful.” Similarly, after a trip
that Susan, David, and Tom took together,
the house church gathered over a meal to
hear about the trip. The house church also
participated when Susan presented a report
of her trip at a larger church; about half of
the house church went with her. Susan commented, “That was beautiful. I loved that. It
meant a lot to me to have people from my
house church come.”
Sally also commented on the opportunity
to process trip experiences. “It was nice to
have David and Patricia there when I got
back, with their perspective. David is super
pastoring, you know. It was good to have
people listen to me and help me process.”
The family nature of house church facilitated
this processing.

Negative Effects for Senders

Interestingly, senders also described some
negative impact from sending house church
members on mission trips. First, they
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experienced a sense of loss when one of the
group was away on a trip. Kelly explained,
“The good part was knowing she [Sally] was
making a difference there in the lives of
those young women but the hard part was
I missed her. Six months was a long time.”
Since the house church rotated meeting in
various homes, senders lost a meeting place
if a goer had also been a host. John commented, “We didn’t meet at their house and we
met somewhere else.”
At one point three house church members, Tom, Susan, and David, went on a trip
together. David commented, “When the
three of us went that was like, 10%–15% of
the entire community went at once.” The
absence of three people from the group was
immediately noticeable at Sunday gatherings. Patricia expressed the sense of concern
having three of them in a dangerous area
created. “I remember when you three were
on that last trip, and [country] bombed
[country].” Not knowing enough about the
situation and having three members in a volatile region had a strong emotional impact
on the senders.

Negative Effects for Goers

Those who went on mission trips also reported negative effects. Sally explained, “That’s
the thing about short-term missions. You
think you’re going to run away from all of
your problems, but you end up experiencing
them more profoundly.” Susan described it
as “spiritual battles” and “going down into a
pit.” Both of them described exhaustion. In
those times they experienced a high expectation for support and communication from
the house church community, much as one
would expect high levels of communication
from family members while going through a
difficult situation.
The main form of communication for
the house church community was a closed
group Facebook page. David explained, “The
Facebook page for the house church in general is kind of the central repository of people sharing things and prayer requests and
general communication. So yeah, it makes
sense so that’s kind of the place where we
put trip things as well.” Members used the
page to comment on photos and communicate support.
However, in some situations it proved
insufficient. Tom described feeling isolated
when he could not post a prayer request
during a flight: “it was a difficult time in
the air and both Susan and I felt like we
couldn’t share that with anyone because
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[the plane] was up in the air. [We] couldn’t
post anything. [We felt] so cosmically alone.”
Susan also used a blog about her trips to
communicate with house church while she
was away. She explained, “I did it for all four
trips.” However, the blog did not really live
up to her hopes as being a source of support.
“If I’m really candid, there wasn’t a whole lot
of engagement. I think people were reading
it but weren’t necessarily posting because everybody thinks that everybody else is doing
it.” That was her first trip; as the community
realized that the blog was important to her,
they attempted to be more supportive on
subsequent trips. Tom summed it up, saying
the perceived need for relational support
was “mission critical” and could lead to disappointment or frustration if expectations
were unmet.

Conclusions and Implications

This case study of a house church in southern
California revealed how one church’s strong
family bond expressed itself in engagement
with global missions. Findings also revealed
corresponding relational consequences,
both positive and negative, for senders and
goers. This data is important because it could
help house church communities anticipate
potential relational consequences of mission initiatives and perhaps prepare for
them ahead of time.
It also makes sense that the house church
culture would yield an ethos of ongoing
ministry involvement. House church communities emphasize that each person will be
given opportunity to use their unique gifts
as a member of the body of Christ, and the
non-hierarchical structure more easily allows for participation of all group members.
If each person has the freedom to actively
participate during church gatherings, this
may render these members more willing
to experiment and step into new ventures,
including mission-related initiatives. It is

also interesting that a disproportionate
number of goers in this church were women,
all of whom demonstrated a confidence and
competence in how they approached their
opportunities for mission. Birkey9 argued
that house churches were a powerful place
for women to develop their gifts; the results
of this study appear to confirm his position.
Mission agencies could also learn from
this study. They could consider intentionally
inviting house church members to engage in
mission initiatives that are highly relational.
Mission agencies could even consider recruiting entire house churches. For instance,
this could mean inviting members to longer-term trips, offering opportunities to partner with nationals to support the work they
already have in place, or providing contexts
for house church members to form strong
relationships with mission teams and with
the people they are serving in a cross-cultural
context. Given the growth of intimate, participatory, and authentically dynamic house
churches, both house church communities
and mission agencies would benefit from
intentionally leveraging the strengths of this
expression of the body of Christ for the sake
of world mission. 
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Factors Affecting Asian Americans in
Missions: The AAIM Survey
David Narita

Asian Americans are excited about world missions. Well over forty percent of Urbana 2015
attendees were Asian American (A A).1 However only seven percent of the 3,500 missionaries
serving within the International Missions Board as of January 2017 were A A, a proportion
that is felt to be representative of the larger missionary community.2 Current literature
points to a number of factors faced by A As that may explain this discrepancy.

Parental Expectations of Success and
Responsibility to Parents (Financial or as
Caregiver)
Asian American children are often expected to provide for their parents in old age
through well-paying, professional careers.3
Many immigrant parents sacrificed their
own social status and success in their
home countries to provide the opportunities America had to offer to their children.
Therefore, attending elite schools and securing high paying jobs validate those sacrifices. In many Asian American churches,
prosperity and success are signs of God’s
affirmation. So, though many immigrant
parents are Christians, 4 the relative low
pay and low prestige associated with
cross-cultural missions is not valued.
Children’s Education
The 2015 United States Census confirmed that
the Asian American community puts a higher value on education than any other group.
This emphasis on education is believed to
be in part due to the highly professional individuals who were allowed to immigrate to
the United States and the belief that education could help overcome the social barriers
that AAs face. 5
A Desire to Be Successful and Have Financial Security
While the career trajectory of an engineer,
doctor, lawyer, teacher, or even a pastor is
known, what a cross-cultural missionary’s
life will look like ten or twenty years down
the road is not. The motivation to be successful and the security it brings is not unique
to AAs, but may be more acutely felt given
closer roots in an immigrant culture which
strives for financial security.6
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Loss of Close Family and Community
Connections
With a strong collectivist mindset, Asian
Americans are twice as likely as whites to live
in households with at least two adult generations.7 Closer ties to other Asian Americans
not only provide community and ethnic
identity but can also protect against self-esteem issues and feelings of discrimination.8
The Need to Raise Financial Support
There is a shame factor for Asian Americans
who were two and a half times more likely
to report that their support raising embarrassed their families. Directly asking for
money runs counter to the more indirect
and relationship-oriented Asian norm.9
The Need for Self-Promotion and the
Lack of Encouragement/Role Models in
Cross-cultural Missions
When we think of Asian Americans as a
group, the image that comes to mind is that
of honoring family, humility to the point of
self-deprecation, self-restraint, and harmony-seeking.10 AAs are the model minority
that keeps their heads down, minds their
own business and does not rock the boat. But
think about what our society looks for in new
missionary candidates. Leadership, self-confidence, self-promotion, problem solving,
thinking outside the box. We want quarterbacks, not linemen. This is no different in
business where AAs frequently hit the “bamboo ceiling.”11 They are underrepresented in
leadership not just in secular settings, but
in our churches and missions organizations
as well. Without those role models, many
interested in missions wonder how they can
contribute positively to cross-cultural missions. They also lack people in their churches
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and communities who can encourage them
in their exploration of missions and affirm
the gifts that God has given them.
There is a degree of salesmanship in partnership development. A missionary needs
to sell a ministry within which he or she is
intimately intertwined. The desire for an
individual or group to get behind a mission
is tied to their faith in the missionary. Given
the cultural values of conformity and interdependence, attitudes of self-confidence,
initiative, and individual assertion may not
be an AA’s strongest points.
The Asian Americans in Missions (AAIM)
survey asked if these issues are keeping the
number of AAs in long-term cross-cultural
missions so much less than the apparent
interest. What do mission agencies need to
address when mobilizing AAs for long-term
cross-cultural missionary service? Is there a
different approach for AAs than for the general population?

Methods

Twelve specific issues were chosen for inclusion in AAIM survey based on the studies
above. An internet-based survey (Appendix
A) was conducted of past, present, and potential future Asian American missionaries, advertised through an AA missions newsletter,
on an AA missions Facebook page, through
email links, at a missions conference session
addressing AA issues in missions, and by
word of mouth.
The first question asked the respondent
if they could identify with one of the Asian
American ethnicities drawn from the 2010
United States Census of groups with communities over fourteen thousand individuals.
There was also a choice of mixed or other AA.
Those who did not have an AA self-identity
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were thanked without their further input.
Respondents were asked to rank the
twelve issues on a 0–3 Likert scale as “not a
barrier” to an “extreme barrier.” If respondents answered that a lack of call was a
barrier, they were asked what they felt would
constitute a clear call into overseas missions.
A write-in box was also left for significant
barriers that were not included in the list.
Demographics including gender, which
generation of their family immigrated
from Asia, and whether they are presently
serving, have served for more than three
years in cross-cultural missions, or have not
yet served.

Results

Survey participation was low: a total of 68
responses were received over a four-month
period. However, the respondents represented a range of ethnicities and experience.
While conclusions are not definitive, several
key observations were noted.
The majority of respondents were of Chinese-Taiwanese or Korean origin. Most were
born in the United States to immigrant parents (n=42/63, 67 percent). Sixty-nine percent
(n=45/65) are interested in missions but have
Table 7.1

they faced the greatest barriers to missionary
service. Responsibilities to parents (1st–2nd
generation: 1.73 vs. >2nd generation: 1.0) and
their children’s education (1st generation:
1.89 vs. >1st generation: 1.21) were ranked
significantly higher.
Among those who were presently serving
or have served in cross-cultural missions,
their children’s education was the greatest
concern (see Table 7.3). Responsibilities to
parents ranked highest among those who
had returned from long-term service (1.89).
What constituted a clear call to the
twelve respondents who elaborated on their
thoughts primarily related to God’s direction
towards suitable overseas opportunities.
God’s direction was seen through parental
blessing and the provision of necessary
resources.

Discussion

Participation in the study was lower than
expected. Perhaps this in itself shows that
the predominately younger generation
canvassed by the survey (college/young professionals) did not see their Asian American
background as a factor in their missionary endeavors. Generational status—being the first

Demographics of Respondents

Ethnicity

Generation

n

Chinese-Taiwanese
Japanese

n

Gender

n

Service status

n

36

First (respondent born in Asia)

10

Male

30

Currently ser ving

3

Second (Parents born in Asia)

42

Female

35

Ser ved greater than 3 years

9

Have not ser ved long-term

45

Korean

20

Filipino

2

Vietnamese

2

Mixed/other

3

Table 7.2

not had the experience of serving greater
than three years in an overseas context (see
Table 7.1).
Overall, the greatest barriers respondents
identified were in raising financial support,
loss of community, and both financial and
caregiving responsibilities to their parents
(see Table 7.2). These were ranked as a minor
(1.0) to moderate barrier (2.0) to long-term
overseas service.
Korean men (n=6) faced the greatest
expectations to their parents, from their
parents, and for their children’s education
(2.50, 1.83, 1.67 respectively). They were all
born in Korea or to immigrant parents. The
Vietnamese respondents (n=2) reported
the highest barriers as an ethnic group. A
lack of encouragement to pursue missions
(2.00 to 0.68) and the need to raise support
(2.50 to 1.77) were the greatest hurdles to
missions service. Felt responsibilities to
parents (2.00) and the loss of community
(2.00) were also higher than the mean (1.63
and 1.64 respectively). Both respondents
were noted to be either the first generation
born in America or immigrants themselves.
In fact the sixteen percent (n=10) who had
immigrated to the United States perceived

Third (Grandparents born in Asia)

5

Fourth or greater

6

Table 7.3

Issues by Overall Rank

Raise support

1.77

Children’s education

1.33

Issue

Loss of community

1.64

Lack of call

1.00

Responsibilities to parents

1.63

Not a leader

Self-promotion

1.53

Desire for success
Parental expectations

11

Differences by Experience in Missions
Serving/served

Have not served

Children’s education

1.74

1.16

0.83

Lack of call

0.42

1.24

Fit with organization

0.81

Not a leader

0.56

0.93

1.42

Lack of role models

0.81

Fit with organization

0.58

0.91

1.36

Lack of encouragement

0.68

0 – no barrier; 1 – minor barrier; 2 – moderate barrier; 3 – extreme barrier
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or second generation in America—appeared
to be the strongest indicator that their cultural background would impact their ability
to serve in cross-cultural missions.
Some agencies provide parental support
and more frequent visits home within
budgets and missionary schedules in an
acknowledgment of the responsibilities
many may have to their parents. This helps
alleviate some family stressors and demonstrates the value God places on honoring
parents. Unfortunately, this does not meet
the direct caregiving roles children often
need to provide for their parents—the highest ranked issue for those who have returned
from service.
The greatest challenge to those who
have experienced missionary service was
children’s education. Options for education
continues to stretch missionaries with families and one would expect this to be true
regardless of ethnic background. Given the
realities of where unreached people groups
remain in our world today, this challenge is
indeed great.
A lack of call was ranked as the greatest
barrier to starting service. What does God’s
calling and direction look like for those considering service? Several participants wrote
it is when an organization or community
asks them to fill a specific need that matches
their own personal desires with the support
of their parents. There is a role for a deeper
theology around and clearer examples of
what God’s direction and call into missions
looks like today.
Those who have not yet served also saw aspects of the missionary culture as barriers—
the need for self-promotion, raising support,
thoughts of themselves as leaders, and being
unsure of where they fit. One missions mobilizer wrote, “The type of person the ‘field’ is
looking for is very specific and for the most
part they are asking for more people like
themselves … what it ends up doing is narrowing the type of person who is ‘qualified’
to serve overseas. And I get it, you do want
to build teams with good chemistry.” But
the result is that, “there doesn’t seem to be
any organization that AA’s connect really
well with.” 12 That sense of fit works in both
directions.
Asian Americans originate from the largest, most populous continent representing
dozens of different people groups and cultural backgrounds. They are not all the same
by ethnicity or experience in America. For
example, if interracial marriage is used as an
indicator of the strength of ethnic identity,
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41 percent of Japanese, 19 percent Filipinos,
16.5 and16.6 percent of Chinese and Korean
respectively and 10.7 percent of Indians
self-identified as mixed race in the 2010 United States Census.
From the results, we can say that it is no
longer accurate to group Asian Americans
together when identifying issues preventing
them from cross-cultural missions. While
there may be differences between AAs and
the general population, we need to be careful
not to project assumptions onto AA candidates. The widely studied phenomena of
stereotype threat—when a group feels pressure to conform to stereotypes about their
group—can deter individuals from pursuing
what God may have for them. Rather than
place people in categories, a better approach
is to be aware of where differences may lie
and ask them specifically for their personal
response. Such discussions are essential
for all candidates from any background
when they present themselves for missionary service.

Conclusion

The purpose of the AAIM survey is to add to
the conversation around the Asian American
Christian experience. As mission agencies
mobilize and develop candidates for longterm missionaries, attention is rightfully
given to the circumstances and personal
traits that might delay or prevent long-term
service. There are some of these issues that
are more keenly felt within the AA community. However, we cannot group everyone into
a neat AA category. Rather, by understanding
the values and concerns of potential longterm missionaries better while appreciating
where an individual might stand in relation
to those issues, sending agencies can address,
equip, and develop AA missionaries more intentionally.13 It is an issue of being good stewards of the people the Lord brings as workers
for the cross-cultural field. Our prayers and
labor should be towards enabling as many to
go as we are able. 
David Narita recently returned from
Cambodia with his family after serving
with OMF International through church
planting and health care education. He is an
adjunct professor of intercultural studies
at William Jessup University, sees patients
in a medically underserved community and
encourages those seeking to serve Christ
through mission. He thanks Mark Strand who
provided assistance with the study.
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Appendix A: Asian Americans in Missions (AAIM) Survey
Asian American Christians are excited about world missions. The question is how we can
turn this interest into feet-on-the-ground overseas missionaries. That is where you can really
help. The goal of this survey is to identify some of the issues Asian Americans face as they
consider becoming a long-term missionary in another country. So whether you have bought
your plane ticket or are still unsure of where you fit in, let me know what has been on your
mind. Your honest input will help us identify the challenges Asian Americans face that hinder
us from going. As we identify these obstacles, we can better prepare Asian Americans for the
cross-cultural mission field.
This survey will take less than five minutes. All data is collected anonymously. For His kingdom and glory!
1. You identify yourself primarily as:
(This list represents the main Asian ethnic
groups in the United States)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bangladeshi American
Bhutanese American
Chinese American
Filipino American
Hmong American
Indian American
Indonesian American
Japanese American
Korean American
Laotian American
Malaysian American
Mongolian American
Nepalese American
Pakistani American
Sri Lankan American
Taiwanese American
Thai American
Vietnamese American
Mixed/other Asian American
Non-Asian American

2. Please rate the following factors when you
think about serving in overseas missions.
(0 – Not a barrier; 1 – Minor barrier;
2 – Moderate barrier; 3 – Extreme barrier)

3. You identify as:

• Parental expectations for your future
• Responsibilities to your parents (financial or caregiving)
• Your children’s education
• Your desire to be successful/have
financial security
• Loss of close family and community
connections
• The need to raise financial support
• The need to talk about and promote yourself
• Not a good cultural fit with the missions/
sending organizations you know
• Lack of Asian American role-models
• You are not a leader
• Lack of encouragement from your
church, missions agencies, Bible
school/seminary
• Unsure of your “call” into overseas
missions (If checked, text box “What
would constitute a clear call for you into
cross-cultural missions?“)
• Other significant barriers not listed
(text box)

4. In your family, which generation was the
first to be born in the United States?

• Male
• Female

•
•
•
•
•

Great-grandparents
Grandparents
Parents
Yours
Your children

5. Are you currently serving or have you
served in long-term (>3 years) missions
outside of the United States?
• Yes, serving
• Yes, have served
• No

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey—we appreciate your input and look
forward to some great information!
If you have additional questions about this survey, please email dnarita@jessup.edu.
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Article

Biblical Missional Prayer: 5 Focused New
Testament Prayers for the Church
Yakup Korkmaz

On a road in Eastern Turkey, on one of our first missionary journeys among the Kurds, my
Turkish colleague and I had decided not to pick up any hitchhikers. Our reasoning was that
travelers in that area may be members of the PKK or part of the Workers Party of Kurdistan.
This is a political terrorist party, which seeks Kurdish autonomy in Turkey, and the surrounding countries. We did not want to be identified with such people, even if only to drop them
off at their next destination.

Before our frequent trips to villages in the
Kurdish regions, we fast and pray, and while
traveling we are in constant worship and
prayer. Almost every province and village
in the Kurdish regions of Turkey is virtually
unreached. The people there have never met
a Christian or seen a Bible, much less heard
the mystery of the gospel proclaimed. Our
burden is to see that the gospel is preached
in every village in every province. This task
is daunting.
On this particular trip we were heading to
several of these unreached villages where we
had contacts, when on the side of the road
there was a man who waved us down. I was
going to pass on, but as a good missionary, I
submitted to the suggestion of the national
that we should pick this man up (despite our
previous conversation not to do this). He was
a Kurdish man going to his village, a place
that was ten miles off of the main road. We
decided to go off our path and take him to his
destination. The man enjoyed our company
and invited us to stay in his village for a while.
We sat and had tea with around fifteen men
from the village; they were, of course, curious
as to why we were out in their remote village.
After meeting the mayor, teachers, and
other town officials, we were introduced to
some of their youth. While we had lunch
with them, we sensed a spiritual openness
and spent all day until late in the evening
explaining the gospel. We camped there in
our vehicle that night and spent the next
morning with our new friends. Later, after
we returned from other villages, we stopped
and stayed another night. On this one trip
we planted the seeds of the gospel in over
eight provinces in several villages to scores
of people, individuals, families, and religious
and political leaders alike. These areas are
now open to us anytime to visit, sow seeds,
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and water what we have already sown (which
we continue to do). This is what Paul spoke
about to the churches as he gave a report in
Acts after his first missionary journey: “They
declared all that God had done with them,
and how he had opened a door of faith to the
Gentiles” (Acts 14:27).
Missionaries seek open doors to preach in
areas that are unreached. They desire, sometimes with impatience, to see the gospel
speed ahead and be honored, and they wish
for more ambassadors to join in the ministry
of reconciliation.
Prayer is the missionaries’ ammunition.
When the missionary asks the church to
pray for him or her, the missionary is asking
for logistical support to complete the task
of breaking new ground in the enemy’s territory. The prayers of the church greatly aid
missions. Paul requested of the Corinthian
church, “You also must help us by prayer” (2
Corinthians 1:11). The Bible is very clear on
how to pray in detail for the missionary and
the mission field. The purpose of this article
is to alert and challenge the church to what I
call biblical missional prayer.

Accomplishment of
the Task Revealed

The church must focus its prayers and giving so that the task may be completed. The
fulfillment of the task is seen in the book of
Revelation:
“After this I looked, and behold, a great
multitude that no one could number, from
every nation, from all tribes and peoples and
languages, standing before the throne and
before the Lamb, clothed in white robes, with
palm branches in their hands, and crying
out with a loud voice, ‘Salvation belongs to
our God who sits on the throne, and to the
Lamb!’” (Revelation 7:9–10).
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Our task among the Kurdish people
seems too much to bear, as there are scores of
confederacies, and over fice hundred tribes
or clans, not to mention extended families,
which reach into the tens of thousands.
These are found in Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Armenia, Georgia, Afghanistan, and Pakistan. I
am fully convinced that representatives of
not just the confederacies, but the tribes and
smaller clans will be those surrounding the
throne crying out with a loud voice, “Xilasîyê
Xwedêyê me ye yê ku li ser text rûniştiye û Berx e”
(Revelation 7:10 in Kurmanji). In Turkey there
are over twenty-five million Kurdish speakers, and in Syria there are over three million.

Five Focused Missional
New Testament Prayers
for the Church
Laborers
After being in Turkey two years, I sat down
with one of our board members and we
prayed specifically for three national workers that we could partner with. Years later, we
have scores of national workers and foreign
families that we have worked with.
Jesus knew the importance of needing
workers, and even before He sent out the
twelve on any mission trip, He asked them
to pray for missionaries. “Then he said to his
disciples, ‘The harvest is plentiful, but the
laborers are few; therefore pray earnestly to
the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers
into his harvest’” (Matthew 9:37–38). Going
from province to province in the East, I have
looked out and seen thousands of villages
and wept because of the lack of workers actually going out to these unreached areas. I have
felt the burden of the Kurds on my shoulders
and have wondered how we could possibly
reach every village in every province. This
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task is impossible for us, so I have been praying to the Lord of the harvest to send out the
laborers. Pray with the missionary for more
laborers because the harvest is vast and the
laborers are few. In Turkey there are currently
eighty million unreached with fewer than
five thousand Christians.
Open Doors
Sitting in a tea house in Istanbul with my
mother one afternoon, I overheard our waiter
teaching tourists how to say “thank you” and
“have a good day.” Unknown to them, he was
teaching them Kurdish not Turkish. I called
him over and asked him in Kurdish where he
was from and what his name was; he learned
that I was an American and was shocked that
I knew his language. He had every waiter, and
even the owner of the teahouse come over
so that they could hear the foreigner speak
Kurdish (Kurmanji). Our tea was free that day
because he said, “We don’t charge Kurds.” I
began visiting him on a regular basis, and
he invited me to come to his village; our first
meeting was in September, and I was in his
village by the end of November. His Eastern
Kurdish province, Muş, is the poorest in Turkey, and I was the first Christian ever to visit
his village since the Armenian Genocide.
From this visit I was able to share the gospel
with many in his family, meet everyone in
the village, and leave a Bible for the family,
which they accepted. We have since visited
that village often and from that we have now
visited three other surrounding villages
which were previously unreached. Now we
have open doors in this unreached province.
Paul, who imitated Christ, is the missionary example to follow. Paul asked for prayer
from the Church at Colossae (which happens
to be in modern day Turkey) for open doors
so that he could preach the gospel and make
it clear to the hearer, “Continue steadfastly in
prayer, being watchful in it with thanksgiving. At the same time, pray also for us, that
God may open to us a door for the word, to
declare the mystery of Christ, on account
of which I am in prison—that I may make it
clear, which is how I ought to speak” (Colossians 4:2–4). I have seen several doors open
throughout our ministry, but I know that
there are thousands more to be opened.
Pray with the missionary for continual
open doors.
Honor and Speed of the Word
Another very poor village on the very Eastern
border of Turkey is home to about sixty xane
(Kurdish residences). We recently have done

a Zacchaeus project medical mission to this
village. Two girls in this village had a severe
genetic disease that looked something like
leprosy. Their father, like many Kurdish
fathers, had never read the Bible, and when
my pastor and I shared the gospel with him
in detail, he asked if the next time we visited
his village we could bring a Bible so he could
read it. We happened to have a Bible with us,
and he was overjoyed and said that he would
read it that summer (2009). He and many
others looked forward to our further trips to
his village.
We now have a small Kurdish fellowship
located fifteen kilometers from this man’s
village. We have been visiting him with the
pastor of this village church and, in fact, they
had already known each other. When I asked
him if he had read the Bible we gave him, he
told me that he called the imam of the village
over to ask his opinion about reading it. The
imam told him there would be no harm in
reading it. This family continually accepts
our guests that we send him.
Paul also asked the Thessalonian church
to pray specifically for his ministry in this
way: “Finally, brothers, pray for us, that the
word of the Lord may speed ahead and be
honored, as happened among you, and that
we may be delivered from wicked and evil
men. For not all have faith” (2 Thesselonians
3:1–2). The Word of God sped through Thessalonica swiftly and was honored by many, and
because they understood the importance
of the Word of God, they would be faithful
prayer warriors for Paul’s ministry. By your
prayers missionaries can advance the Word
of God even to the point that it would go
forth rapidly, and as it goes be honored and
glorified.
The second half of Paul’s request for prayer
because of wicked and evil men is something
that we also understand well. Recently one
man deceived us and threatened us saying
that if we come into his province again he
would be waiting with his guns and kill us.
I told him that he doesn’t own that province,
but that God does and we will come anytime
we wish. Pray also that missionaries would be
delivered from evil men who would oppose.
Battle with Demonic Forces
There have been many occasions when we
have had to come face to face with the spiritual forces of evil that are mentioned in
Ephesians 6:12. These are very real and very
evil, but because our focus is on glorifying
God I will not go into the details of such
encounters, except to mention that in Jesus’

name and by the authority given by Him we
send them away.
Paul also knew this and asked the church
in Ephesus to pray concerning these daily
battles that are sometimes fierce. The demonic world seeks to destroy missionaries
and their work by inciting discouragement,
fear, and disunity and by tempting them to
moral failure. Paul requested the church to
“pray in the Spirit at all times with every kind
of prayer and request there is. For the same
reason be alert with every kind of effort and
request for all the saints” (Ephesians 6:18).
Boldness in Preaching
In the second poorest province in Turkey
(Ağrı), my Turkish colleague and I (along
with an intern from our missionary training
school) were again in a very remote village.
We loaded up our vehicle with around
fifteen Kurds who needed a ride, (again
disregarding our own law to not give rides
to strangers) and took them to a place that
no Christians had ever visited. We were
invited to stay for dinner, and it just so happened that right before dinner my Turkish
colleague became violently ill and spent
the next hour or so resting. Dinner was
served, and I was alone sitting on the floor
with about twenty Kurdish men, and in the
room adjacent several Kurdish women were
sitting listening in on our conversation.
After dinner one man asked me, “Now that
you have learned our language, why do you
not become a Muslim?” I replied, “I can never
become a Muslim.” After that you could hear
a pin drop in the room and all eyes were on
me. I took the opportunity to explain in great
detail that I had much sin and needed a Savior, the one that was promised to come in the
Old and New Testaments. I then explained
the prophecies of the Messiah and finished
up with saying Jesus the Messiah is all I need
and there is no further need for any other
prophet (i.e., Muhammad) and no need for a
new book (i.e., the Qur’an). The salvation we
need is in Christ. This sparked much discussion among the men, and I longed to know
what the women thought in the other room.
These opportunities arise often for the
missionaries, so they must speak the gospel
boldly. Paul, also being in such tense situations, knew that when the opportunity
presented itself, he needed to be bold and
present the gospel well. That is why he also
asked for prayer from the church. “Pray also
for me, so that, when I open my mouth, the
right words will be given to me. Then I will
boldly make known the secret of the gospel,
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for whose sake I am an ambassador in chains,
desiring to declare it as boldly as I should”
(Ephesians 6:19–20). Pray for missionaries to
be bold and use the right words when these
opportunities arise.

The Church Responds
to Prayer or Not

After the three martyrdoms of Necati, Uğur,
and Tilmann, in Turkey in April of 2007, there
were some immediate needs of the families,
who happened to be personal friends of
mine. I remember being at the prayer meeting of a certain missions company that had
a team of ten missionaries in one area. I was
visiting with my wife, and we joined their
prayer time. The needs of those involved
were called to attention because some of the
missionaries knew them as well. The team
meant well and prayed with all sincerity as
they asked God to “provide” for the needs of
the people affected by the event.
However, their response ended with a
simple prayer, and they were not prompted
to be involved in the answer to that prayer
through giving. I looked at my wife and said,
“Why are we praying about this? Everyone
should open up their wallets and give what
they have immediately.” Everyone knew the
needs, and God uses us to provide for the
needs of our brothers and sisters—not only
to pray for provision. Maybe through prayer
God will tell us the amount to give, but God
calls us to action and not just to prayer. I
realize that many people are not mature in
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the practice of their faith, but we should be
challenged to be mature followers of Christ,
responding to the needs with not only our
prayers but also our good deeds. John the
apostle understood this principle and stated:
“Little children, let us not love in word or talk
but in deed and in truth” (1 John 3:18).

Conclusion

In this process of biblical missional prayer,
the completion of the circle is that the church
must be sensitive to the leading of the Holy
Spirit in fulfillment of these prayers. You are
praying for God to send more laborers, but
are you the laborer whom God is sending?
You are praying for the Word of God to spread
rapidly, but are you the conduit that God will
use to purchase Bibles, Christian materials,
or send those called as missionaries? You
are praying for the missionary’s boldness in
preaching that he may present the gospel in
every situation with the right words, yet are
you bold for the gospel in the situations to
which God has called you? 
Yakup Korkmaz (pseudonym) has been
a church planter in Turkey since 2002. He
holds a BS, Pastoral Studies, Clarks Summit
University, MAR, Reformed Theological Seminary, MA in Muslim Studies from the Zwemer
Institute, and is currently a PhD student
at Columbia International University. His
research topic is discipleship approaches to
believers from Muslim backgrounds.
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Ubuntu and Missionary Leadership Development in Africa
C. Bryan Davis

Missionary work is, in large part, a question of leadership. Not only do missionaries strive
to practice effective leadership in what they do, but leadership education is also part of the
training missionaries receive and oftentimes pass on to national leaders. To date, the vast
majority of leadership research and writing is from an American perspective. These Western
models of leadership tend to be built around the idea that the leader is a hero; someone who
is more qualified than everyone else in the organization.

The West also tends to assume that leadership is hierarchical in nature, and that
good leaders find meaningful ways to exert
influence over subordinates. Of course,
these Western notions of leadership do not
apply directly to the African cultural context,
and are sometimes contrary to indigenous
expectations for leaders. African scholars of
management have pointed to the African
concept of Ubuntu as a starting place for a description of leadership that is truly African.
The purpose of this article is to outline some
of the basic leadership themes Ubuntu has to
offer and how they can benefit the work of
missionaries in Africa. But not only within
the church. They can also be applied to all
groups a missionary may belong to.

Meaning of Ubuntu

Ubuntu is a word from Ndebele, a language
that is predominantly spoken in South Africa. Ubuntu was adopted from the expression
umuntu ngumuntu ngabanye, which means
that a person is a person through others.1 In
other words, the individual finds his or her
humanity and sense of personal identity
through interaction with a collective of
individuals. Ubuntu is a traditional concept
that advances the African values of hospitality, family-like group solidarity, pride in the
group, and the shared responsibility of each
member of the group. It also implies that
leadership is diffused among group members, which means that leadership is a group
activity and not just reserved for appointed
decision makers. After apartheid was dismantled in South Africa in the 1990s, Ubuntu
became a popular theme in the business
world as leaders sought to bring management techniques more into alignment with
the African cultural experience.2 Numerous
scholars have pointed out that the values

underpinning Ubuntu are the bedrock common to culture across the continent. Ethnographic descriptions from all parts of Africa
point to a common sense of group solidarity
that provides members with their personal
sense of identity and responsibility.
In management studies, Ubuntu has
become the pillar around which African
leadership is often conceptualized. This
has resulted in a body of Ubuntu literature
related to leadership in African, with support from research in a number of African
nations. However, the extent to which this
Ubuntu literature informs on leadership in a
given context in Africa can be quite nuanced.
For instance, variation in how Ubuntu is expressed in varying cultural contexts has yet
to be fully described, as well as how Ubuntu
may function in groups whose membership
crisscrosses different groups. Moreover, each
organization will have its own history, organizational culture, and possibly the presence
of leaders who choose to not prioritize the
ideals of Ubuntu. All of these factors will influence how applicable leadership insights
from the Ubuntu literature will be in the
missionary’s context. I will now explain three
simple leadership concepts that come from
the Ubuntu leadership literature, and how
they can benefit the understanding missionaries have of African leadership.

Three Ubuntu Concepts
Leadership Comes from Participation in
the Community
Bolden and Kirk reported the findings of an
African leadership development initiative for
participants from several African countries.3
In this initiative, participants were motivated to engage in leadership in their families,
communities, and places of employment

based simply on the fact that they were members in all of these groups. These findings are
consistent with the diffused nature of leadership in Africa, in which group members
afford each other some degree of influence.
In the Ubuntu work environment, member
participation goes beyond attending meetings and events related to work. Working together, and ministering together, is built on
a personal relationship. As Malunga points
out, what happens between colleagues in
their non-work lives will eventually have an
impact on their shared work life, and ultimately the entire organization.4
As cultural newcomers to Africa, where
can missionaries derive authentic influence
for effective leadership? Start by building
relationships with members of the group
where you are a leader. At the same time,
trying to exert influence without investing in
relationships may often result in frustration.
You have to participate in the group in order
for group members to afford you influence.
What does participation in the group look
like? It includes warm interpersonal interaction through personal visits, phone calls,
and simply passing time together. Presence
at family-related events also goes a long way
toward laying the groundwork for effective
leadership. Related to the ministry, participation includes faithful church attendance,
since that is when the Christian family gets
together, as well as participation in church
leadership meetings. It also includes attendance at specific events that are important to
the church body, such as weddings, funerals,
and building dedications.
Leadership is a Conversation
Western concepts of leadership tend to focus
on top-down communication, in which the
leader communicates to subordinates with
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the goal of defining reality for them. On the
other hand, Ubuntu leadership is based on
consensus building, in which good leaders
are recognized for their ability to listen and
work towards the decision that is best for the
group. More importantly, the conversations
occurring between group members, as well
as their conversations with their formal leaders, compose a living narrative that defines
reality for the group. In this way, the group
constructs its reality through a collaborative effort, mediated by formal leaders, in
order to best accommodate all its members.5
Mangaliso’s description of the advantages
Ubuntu offers managers in Africa is based on
communication.6 He points to the success
of White South African businessmen who
learned an African language. While an African language is useful simply for the sake of
communication, Mangaliso contends that
its real contribution to successful businessmen is that they are able to better participate
in the conversations that construct reality
for their own companies. It is worth noting
in Mangaliso’s description that control over
finances, and even personal ownership of
company equity, is not credited with affording these businessmen full participation in
the construction of reality for the group.
The nuance of cross-cultural conversation
can be difficult to navigate, but it is in these
waters that real leadership emerges. This is
especially true in the African context, where
the continual stream of conversation is what
defines reality for the group. The missionary
who learns how to participate in these conversations will become a leader within the
group. Most of these conversations are not
explicitly about leadership issues. Rather, it
is in the discussion of the mundane affairs
of daily life that past events are interpreted,
and the assumptions about the problems,
opportunities, and limitations of the group’s
reality are articulated.
These are the discussions that inform
the missionary about the reality that group
members have constructed and continually
reconstruct. Participation in these conversations gives the missionary a voice in how
that reality is reconstructed. Finally, the
importance of African language cannot be
overlooked. Missionaries should not assume
that language acquisition is simply for
survival. As illustrated in the case of South
African businessmen above, the importance
of language reaches to the very core of reality construction for the group, or groups, to
which the missionary belongs. Moreover,
participation in constructing reality with the
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group depends far more on participation in
conversations than on financial input.

as a nonpartisan mediator.

Leadership is Substitutional
Historically Western thinking has assumed
that the official leader is the most qualified
person in the group, but draws on input
from others based on their individual areas
of expertise. More recently, leadership literature encourages leaders to push down
decision-making, as well as to have more
confidence in subordinates and enlarge their
jobs. Nevertheless, this still implies a very
hierarchical way of viewing leadership, in
which the leader remains the leader in every
situation. The diffused leadership style inherent to Ubuntu allows the flow of influence
in a group setting that is far less hierarchical.7
describes African leadership as substitutional, in that the formal leader may not lead in
every situation. In Eyong’s description, at different times others will assume a temporary
leadership role and the leader will become
a follower for that situation. This leadership
substitution occurs at times when the formal
leader does not have the status to lead. Eyong
points out that provisional leadership occurs
because certain individuals maintain a level
of influence, and that the level of influence
maintained by some individuals supersedes
that of the appointed leader. Moreover, these
individuals are able to maintain their status
in a way that compliments, rather than
threatens, the leader.
A retired missionary to Africa once made
the observation that good leadership relies
in part on the leader recognizing what he or
she cannot do. When a situation arises, for
which the leader may not have the influence
or the history required by the group, that
leader may defer to another recognized individual within the group. As a missionary,
learn to recognize what you cannot do, and
maintain a close circle of respected individuals with whom you share a common vision
and whose leadership you affirm within the
group. If the group is healthy you do not
loose anything from affirming the leadership of others. You will be able to appeal to
these individuals to intervene in situations
for which you are not equipped. They will
recognize these situations when they see
them, so be sure they feel confortable offering to intervene. The flipside of substitutional leadership is that you, as a missionary,
may be called on to intervene in occasional
situations for resolution. This can be the
case where fissures have occurred within the
group and a trusted outsider is called upon

The African concept of Ubuntu, which articulates the cultural assumption that the individual is a person by virtue of participation
in a group, has important implications for
leadership in Africa. I have attempted to put
forth three basic leadership implications
Ubuntu has for missionaries in Africa.
First, influence within the group is
built on participation in the group, and all
members can participate in leadership. This
speaks to the importance of interpersonal
relationships as the basis for leadership.
Second, communication requires that formal leaders allow significant input from all
members. Moreover, it is in the flow of daily
communication among group members
that reality is continually defined and redefined for the group. Participation in this continual flow of communication is what gives
individuals a voice in how reality is defined.
This voice does not necessarily come from
financial input, and can be greatly enhanced
by acquisition of a local language.
Third, the appointed leader is not always
the leader in every situation. Rather, leadership is distributed among group members,
who can take turns depending on the kind
of status or expertise a situation calls for.
This can by very useful to the missionary
confronted with a situation he or she is not
equipped to handle. 
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Conclusion
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International Crisis Situations: Preparing and Responding
Theresa Sidebotham, Esq. and Jessica Ross, Esq.

NOTE:
This resource is for informational purposes only and may not apply to a given place, time,
or set of facts. It is not intended to be legal advice and should not be acted upon without
specific legal advice based on the particular situation.

Mission leaders should be prepared to
handle kidnapping, injury, or death of personnel, especially when working in high-risk
areas. Incidents are inevitable. First, missionaries should have a good theology of suffering. Beyond that, best practices in training
and preparation can improve outcomes and
minimize damage for some of these situations. When a crisis happens, effective ways
of handling the crisis and aftermath can also
make a difference. For many of these steps,
outside experts can help, whether security
trainers, crisis management consultants,
hostage negotiators, psychological experts,
public relations consultants, or legal counsel. While no strategy can reduce risk to zero,
the following best practices can further the
mission and help build a safer, more prepared organization.

Understand and Embrace
the Theology of Suffering

Mission work has always been dangerous.
The Apostle Paul insisted on continuing
his missionary journeys, saying that he was
ready not only to be bound, but also to die.1
Most of the early apostles were martyred.
Moving to more modern times, so many missionaries died in Africa that it was called the
“white man’s grave.” The pages of mission
history are bloody with stories of illness and
death suffered while spreading the Gospel.
But Westerners live in a culture where we
expect to stay safe and to be protected. The
initial challenge in preparing for crisis is
to address thinking errors and help people
have a correct theology. Are missionaries
willing to acknowledge with Dietrich Bonhoeffer that “when Christ calls a man, he bids
him come and die?”

Assess Risks and Prepare
People Mentally for the
Reality of the Situation

Once the organization has addressed

suffering in general, get specific. Being frank
with missionaries about the risks in each
case can help manage expectations. First, the
organization itself must be realistic about
current risks. Then it must ensure that people planning to serve in high-risk areas fully
understand what they are taking on. This
helps prepare the right people to accept a
potentially dangerous calling.
Practically, this conversation can be a
part of the training and commissioning of a
missionary for service in the field. It can be
accompanied by a formal written agreement
that the missionary understands the risks
and desires to enter the field nonetheless.
Missions to dangerous areas can be presented as possibly involving martyrdom.
Though courts usually disfavor waivers
where employees assume the risk of their
employment to limit liability to the organization, this may well be different in the
missions context. As religious ministers,
missionaries should have greater leeway to
voluntarily agree to take on the risk of injury
or death in order to spread the gospel as part
of their own free exercise of religion. This
makes the missionary employee unique. It is
also a theologically sound approach.
Such an understanding may not be possible for short-term personnel. A full-time,
adult missionary on a long-term assignment
will be regarded differently than the teenager spending a week on a short-term mission
trip, or even adults coming overseas briefly.
A short-term visitor does not have the cultural background to understand the risks
in the same way. Waivers may still be used
for short-term trips, but may or may not be
effective depending on the circumstances.
The mission should consider carefully where
to allow short-term visitors—especially minors—contingent on current risks.
A frank conversation (and documentation) about the risks will not extinguish the
risk of liability, but it goes a long way toward

combatting any argument that the mission
agreed to keep the missionary one hundred
percent safe 24/7. Both the mission and the
missionary should understand these limitations. Explaining that the risks are real, and
that protection cannot be guaranteed, may
not prevent a lawsuit, but it makes one harder to bring.

Provide Security Training
and Resources

Organizations must prepare people for the
inevitability of a crisis, which is also the
single most important action to minimize
liability. Advance training will likely be needed to clarify and prepare for risks. Security or
hostage training and good security protocols
can make a kidnapping or other crisis less
likely, as well as improve outcomes.
Several excellent crisis management consultants and training programs are available
to prepare personnel for work in dangerous
areas. In addition to training, the mission
should work on safety. For instance, the mission might include very detailed briefing on
the dangers present in a particular country
and how to keep safe on the trip, or put in
place parameters regarding exploring dangerous areas.
Training and providing resources for protection abroad helps prevent the argument
that the sending agency is responsible for
placing the employee in danger, or that the
employee did not understand the risk. Document any training provided, as well as what
security protocols are in place to ensure safety while personnel are in dangerous areas.
If a crisis does occur, documentation of
training performed and the security protocols in place can protect the organization
later from the claim that it didn’t do enough
to prevent the crisis. For example, in one
case, when a senior-level employee was kidnapped in Colombia, he later tried to sue the
owner of the subsidiary where he worked.
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His claim got dismissed, in part because of
the extensive security training provided by
the company.2 In addition to security training, and having a crisis management team
available for consultation, the employee had
every resource at his disposal to implement
additional security measures (he was the
CEO equivalent of the subsidiary). He failed
to use these resources, to his own detriment.3
Security training and protocols have the double benefit of keeping people safe and showing that the organization acted reasonably.

Develop and Implement a
Crisis Management Policy

Crises, particularly those involving kidnapping or serious threats against personnel
abroad, create intense pressure. Decisions
made in the heat of crisis may later be examined microscopically in court. Before a real
crisis develops, organizations should plan in
light of the on-ground situation.
Agencies should evaluate risks and develop situation-specific security protocols for
each region where threats may exist, perhaps
with the assistance of a crisis management
consultant. Protocols should be developed
not only for long-term assignments, but
for short-term missions as well. Consider
legal review for best practices and potential
liability.
Every mission organization facing overseas risks should have a clear crisis management policy that is well-known to those who
need to implement it in the event of a crisis.
The policy should include at least the following points:
• The agency’s position on negotiating or
paying ransom;
• How the crisis management team is
formed and who the members are,
including any outside professionals such
as hostage negotiators or legal counsel;
• Evacuation authority and plans for
medical or high-risk situations (and what
happens if people refuse an evacuation
directive);
• How to finance a crisis situation with
bank accounts or hidden supplies of
cash or gold;
• How to control information during a
crisis and inform the correct people;
• What to do in specific situations, such as
when a staff person is arrested, kidnapped, murdered, or taken hostage, or if
someone is sexually assaulted;
• Guardianship and temporary care for
children; and
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• Contingency plans, both at the field and
individual level, to safeguard persons, secure property, and preserve the ministry.
Once the mission has global and regional
plans, it should be sure all missionaries understand their portion of the plan, who the
points of contact are, and how the organization will handle the crisis. Everyone must
understand practical details such as: how to
use GPS tracking devices in case of emergency; what funds are available to individuals or
a field in the event of a triggering occurrence
and how the funds can be accessed; and how
to leave the country.
Train on the crisis management plan and
general security protocols. Training and policies should be adequate, and they must be
realistic, meaning that they can be followed
every time. Training regimes or policies
that look good on paper, but are confusing
or not followed in practice, can be more of
a liability than an asset. Create policies and
follow them.

Take Steps to Allow the Agency
to Participate in Managing
a Hostage Situation

The ability of the mission to negotiate or
take effective action in the event of a hostage
crisis requires honest conversations and
advance planning. A mission agency should
not assume that its missionary’s interest
in a hostage situation would align with its
own. The reality is that negotiating in the
“best interest” of an individual missionary,
including ransom payment, could severely
jeopardize the position of other missionaries (who are then seen as a potential source
of income) or the mission’s presence in the
country (depending on the government position). For this reason, some agencies take a
no-ransom position.
Conversations about this potential conflict of interest should take place in advance
as part of a comprehensive training before
the missionary is on the field. It may be
necessary to take the position that no one
will be sent without agreeing on a policy
that benefits the work of the mission as a
whole, whether short-term or long-term.
This may limit the placement of certain
people and also the use of short-term teams.
There should be serious discussions about
whether certain locations are appropriate
for deploying families or those who have
dependent children.
Even if the missionary is fully on
board, others could resent and object to
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the mission’s role as chief negotiator in a
hostage situation, or the interests of the
mission being weighed to the detriment of
the hostage. Different interest groups may be
involved—family members, the government,
or a sending church. Current United States
policy for United States citizen hostage situations abroad designates family members
or next-of-kin as the default primary point of
contact for the government’s involvement
and assistance, and the Hostage Recovery
Fusion Cell works with family members.4 In
some circumstances, this may result in the
mission lacking the power to participate in
hostage negotiations, let alone have a final
say—even if that would be the desire of the
missionary involved. In other cases, differing
interests have led to organizations being
sued for conducting negotiations in a way
that does not prioritize the best interests of
the hostage or the hostage’s family.
The mission would like to have a seat
at the planning table and to be involved
with hostage negotiations. One possible
approach is to have the missionary complete
a statement of intent outlining his or her
wishes vis-à-vis hostage negotiations in the
event he or she is taken captive while on the
field. Such a statement might specify that the
missionary desires that the mission have a
seat at the table in any negotiations, whether
or not the United States government is involved. The statement could also address the
missionary’s understanding of, and agreement to, the priorities in the event of his
or her capture; aspects of the negotiations;
the mission’s policy on ransom and rescue
attempts; and disclosure of information to
others. Such a statement would not be legally binding on the missionary or third parties
such as the United States government, but
it would make clear the missionary’s wishes
in the event of a crisis, which makes it more
likely that the wishes would be respected.

Create a Plan That Includes
Insurance to Fairly Compensate
or Care for Survivors

People file lawsuits when they are angry or
desperate. If a person has endured a crisis
and does not feel like the mission cares or
feels in some way that he or she has been
used, discarded, or pushed aside, the bitterness generated may trigger legal action.
Or if a person has overwhelming needs and
no financial way to meet them, a lawsuit may
seem to be the only option. Good pastoral
care and good financial care are both important to help people move on in a positive way,
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rather than take an approach like litigation
that is destructive both to themselves and
the organization.
A better approach is to set up a system in
advance where a person’s legitimate needs
will be addressed outside of litigation. This
care can take a variety of forms, including
providing psychological treatment, financial compensation when the employee is
unable to work after a crisis, or retraining
for another position. In some situations,
the missionary or the family may not be
mentally prepared to return to the field.
The mission can offer services for a transition to a different life.
Insurance coverage can sometimes provide for financial care after a crisis situation.
Organizations with higher levels of risk
should seriously consider these additional
avenues of insurance coverage. An overseas
workers’ compensation plan is a possibility.
If used, it should be coupled with a contractual agreement that the insurance will
operate like United States-based workers’
compensation, in that it is a sole remedy for
injuries. Some other provision for disability
coverage should exist for situations not covered by workers’ compensation. Some organizations will purchase Kidnap and Ransom
(K&R) insurance, though these policies must
be kept very confidential so that the organization is not thereby made a target.
Liability insurance should be reviewed
carefully to make sure that all kidnappings
will be covered (rather than excluding kidnappings that are acts of war, for instance).
Short-term insurance is available for shortterm trips. Various riders are available for
diverse types of emergencies. Health insurance should include medical evacuations
and needed long-term care. Organizational
coverage should be broad enough to cover
volunteers, accompanying family, and independent contractors. Individual employees
should be encouraged (or required) to carry
adequate insurance to meet their responsibilities, such as to children.
Finally, organizations and their employees can agree in advance that if they ever disagree about compensation or other issues,
their religious beliefs mean that they will
handle differences through Christian alternative dispute resolution, such as mediation
or binding arbitration, rather than a lawsuit.
Arbitration agreements have been enforced,
even to deal with who should be responsible after a crisis.5 A Christian arbitration
agreement is likely even more enforceable
than a regular arbitration agreement, as it

flows from the organization’s and workers’
religious beliefs.

Conduct Internal Investigations
and Strategic Planning Meetings

Often, before there is a full-blown crisis
event, there are earlier warnings, with potential situations that blow over. These incidents
may happen in one’s own or other organizations. Rather than dismissing them as “no
real problem,” agencies should use similar
situations that do not “blow up” to refine the
crisis plan. In addition to actual incidents,
complex mock scenarios can also be used, as
is common in Armed Forces training.
Real or simulated incidents can be a learning tool. An internal inquiry can investigate
how well a situation was handled. Alternatively, it can trigger an audit of the organization’s crisis plans, and how effective they
would be in a similar situation. A crisis investigation or audit can be done internally but
will likely be higher quality if executed with
external consultants, such as an attorney or
crisis management consultant or both. The
outcome of the audit may include practice
drills to make sure everyone understands the
company’s policies. This type of preparation
becomes a dry run for a crisis and may make
responses much faster and smoother. While
expensive, investigations and audits may
help organizations avoid lost time, grief, and
legal liability later.

Have a Media Plan That Includes
Statements Being Reviewed
for Potential Liability

Crisis situations can be as sensational as they
are tragic and controlling the flow of information and the message communicated is
often crucial to proper crisis management.
The mission should already have a broad media plan in place to ensure a unified message
and guide how the organization speaks to
third parties. This is especially important in a
crisis situation. If media attention is likely to
be widespread, it is best to work with a media
consultant.
In addition to following protocols for
media within the organization, try to get
buy-in for a unified strategy with other
stakeholders, such as extended family, who
may also be asked questions by the media.
If possible, others can be encouraged not to
answer questions or speak about sensitive
information, such as hostage negotiations.
When the mission does issue a statement
about a crisis, whether during or after one has
occurred, it should consider the potential

impact such a statement may have on both
the crisis at hand and potential future litigation. It is best practice to have legal counsel
review any statements for potential impact
on organizational liability.

Conclusion

Because of a fallen world, death, destruction, and evil will happen in this life. The
question is not whether an organization will
experience a crisis, but when and in what
form. By taking crisis management seriously,
organizations can protect their people and
help them recover from devastating events.
Secondarily, but also important, it can help
them avoid legal liability in the event that
something goes awry. 
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values of improving organizational/human
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Accounting Concepts and Basic Practices in Missionary Work
Denise Dickins and Leslie Turner

Missionary work can be one of the most rewarding endeavors an individual or family can
undertake. Those that participate in mission work fulfill a calling from God, helping address
the spiritual and physical needs of others. Missions is challenging. It requires dedication,
perseverance, and an understanding of both the spiritual and practical aspects of missionary work. This article addresses an important practical aspect of missionary work—the
understanding and application of accounting concepts and practices.

We describe four accounting-related concepts for missionary work gleaned from the
actual experiences over the past nine years.
These concepts are:
• Budgeting is not the same as guessing
• Trust is not a substitute for establishing
internal controls
• Laws and regulations are not the same in
all jurisdictions
• Robust financial reporting helps build
support for future missions.
We also provide evidence based on a survey of seventy-four individuals who report
having engaged in missionary work that,
although many of them do not have a robust
understanding of the concepts discussed,
eighty-four percent agree or strongly agree
that employing them contributes positively
to the success of missionary work.1
Ideally, anyone leading a mission should
have a working knowledge of accounting
concepts and practices. Unfortunately, many
individuals who are called to service do not
even have a basic understanding of accounting. That said, if missionaries understand the
importance of the four interrelated accounting concepts described here, and adhere to
the recommended courses of action, they
can greatly increase the likelihood that they
will be successful in their calling.

Concept 1: Budgeting is Not
the Same as Guessing

Although it is good practice, most of us never
budget our own finances. This lack of familiarity means many missionaries may believe
a budget is either an educated guess or tool
to limit spending.
When asked, “Which of these options best
describes a budget?
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• A tool to limit spending
• An educated guess at the funds needed to
provide for a given level of expenditures
• An estimate of cash flows under a given
set of assumptions
• The best estimate of funding to be
received and detail of how funds are
expected to be expended.”
missionaries we surveyed selected the
incorrect answer thirty-nine percent of the
time. The correct answer is the fourth option.
Sound budgets are not only a necessary
condition of successful missionary work, in
many cases they are required to be provided
to officials in foreign countries where missions take place. They are also typically required when applying for grants in support
of missionary work. Common mistakes in
budgeting include not estimating contributions (also referred to as funds or donations)
to be received, underestimating expected
expenses, not using prior benchmarks when
budgeting, failing to include contingency
allowances, and not getting outside input.
We recommend budgets be developed
from the top-down by first estimating the
amount of funding reasonably expected to
be received to support the mission—independent of expected costs. Overestimating
can be avoided by reviewing the results of
prior, similar missions, by polling potential
sources of donations, and by determining
grants available to support the mission. Once
a best estimate of funds to be received has
been made, a detail of expected expenditures
can be developed. Good inputs for expenditures are prior, similar missions, adjusted
for inflation or currency exchange rates, as
applicable. To reduce the likelihood that
expenditures are overly optimistic (i.e., too
low), budgets should include an allowance
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for contingencies equal to ten percent to fifteen percent of total budgeted costs. In other
words, if the best estimate of monthly expenditures is $3,000, the budget would include a
contingency allowance of $300.
It is important to ask others to critique the
budget. Input from a variety of individuals
familiar with missionary work will not only
improve the accuracy of the budget, it will
also build support for the mission. Beyond
providing a guideline for expenditures
during the course of the mission, getting
input and developing a budget from the topdown can also help determine the viability
of the mission. If expected sources of contributions fall short of expected expenditures,
consideration should be given to delaying
the mission, or other sources of contributions should be explored. Of the surveyed
missionaries, seventy-eight percent agree or
strongly agree that budgeting is necessary in
missionary work.

Concept 2: Trust is
Not a Substitute for
Establishing Controls

Trust is an important contributor to economic development;2 and Catholic and
Protestant affiliations tend to trust more.3
When asked to respond to the statement, “At
least fifty percent of the population is trustworthy,” seventy percent of the surveyed
missionaries selected, “true.” At the same
time, individuals in countries commonly
visited by missionaries tend to have less trust
then those of more developed nations.4 This
divergence suggests establishing controls to
reduce the likelihood of pilfering is particularly important in missionary work.
Accountants learn early on about the
three conditions necessary for an individual to commit fraud. These are: pressure,
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rationalization, and opportunity. In the
context of missionary work, both individuals benefiting from missionary work and
those conducting missionary work, may
feel pressure to pilfer resources (e.g., cash,
food, medicine, mosquito netting) as they
are hungry, sick, or need funds to continue
proselytizing. They may be able to rationalize
pilfering as necessary for survival, or for the
continuation of good works, or as “borrowing”—intending to repay. The good news
is that pilfering can only be accomplished
when individuals are provided opportunity.
Opportunity presents itself when there is a
lack of controls. For example, when doors
are left unlocked, access to supplies is not restricted, and records of food, medicine, and
supplies are not maintained, periodically
counted, and reconciled. Controls reduce
the likelihood that otherwise honest people
will be able to pilfer.
Controls can be preventative, meaning they
are designed to prevent pilfering, detective,
meaning they are designed to detect pilfering as soon as possible after it happens, or corrective, meaning that if resources are pilfered,
there is insurance available to replace the
lost goods. In missionary work, “must-have”
controls include physical access preventative
controls, segregating responsibility preventative controls, and periodic reconciliation
detective controls.
Physical access to easily pilfered resources
like cash, food, medicine, and other supplies
must be in place. Doors must be locked, and
access must be restricted to one or two individuals. When resources arrive, two unrelated individuals should take responsibility
for receipt. Both should count and record
the amount of goods received. Both should
take responsibility for securing the resources. Neither of these individuals should have
responsibility for distributing the goods. Distributions should be recorded and signed-off
on by individuals both releasing and accepting the goods. An independent count of food,
medicine, supplies, should be performed at
least monthly by an individual with no responsibility for receiving or distributing the
goods. The independent count should agree
with (or be reconciled to) the records.
In terms of cash receipts and disbursements, contributors should be encouraged
to make donations directly using electronic
funds transfers (ETFs). In lieu of ETFs all mail
should be opened by two unrelated individuals who document and sign-off on the
amount of cash (checks) received. Ideally,
all cash disbursements should require the

authorization of two individuals (dual check
signing). Each month, the bank statement
should be reconciled and reviewed by an
individual with no responsibility for cash
disbursements. In terms of missionary work,
money and resources are always scarce. Proper stewardship and accountability require
applying good internal control practices so
as to not lose resources by waste or pilfering.
In spite of their importance, a large
percentage of missionaries are unable to
identify controls. When presented with
the question, “Which of these describes a
control that might be established related to
missionary work?
1. The lead missionary makes contact ahead
of the mission trip with the appropriate
local authorities
2. Cash disbursements may not be authorized solely by the person that makes the
bank deposits
3. Supplies are only distributed one
day each week
4. Church services are authorized by local
authorities,”
only thirty-one percent selected the correct
answer, option two. Nevertheless, seventy-six
percent of the surveyed missionaries agree
or strongly agree that establishing strong
controls is necessary in missionary work.

Concept 3: Laws and
Regulations are Not the
Same in All Jurisdictions

Laws, regulations, and their enforcement
vary widely among nations. Missionaries
must be familiar with laws and regulations
both in the United States and in the countries they visit. Beyond closed countries
prohibiting missionaries from sharing the
Gospel, there are many other laws and regulations with which missionaries should be
familiar. For example, bribery is typically unlawful in all countries, but in some countries
prohibitions are rarely enforced. Transparency International publishes a Corruption
Perceptions Index that ranks countries in
terms of understanding and enforcement
of laws.5 Missionaries must be positive examples, abiding by secular laws, behaving
ethically and biblically, and adhering to the
golden rule.
An area in which some United States
companies’ run-afoul is complying with
provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). The FCPA prohibits bribes to
officials of foreign governments. Although

this provision seems very clear and easy
to follow, nuances suggest otherwise. For
example, a United States company (USCo)
located in Orlando, Florida purchases
goods from a business that is fifty-one
percent owned by the Chinese government
(CCo). USCo pays the expenses (flight, hotel, rental car) of the Vice-president of CCo
to travel to Orlando for a meeting with the
President of USCo. The Vice-president stays
in Orlando five days, attending a two-hour
meeting with the President and sightseeing. Payment of these expenses could be
viewed as bribing a Chinese government
official. Was a trip for a two-hour meeting
necessary? If yes, is more than one day’s
visit required? In mission work, payments
that may be viewed as necessary to get food
and supplies distributed, or commonly
needed to build schools and places of worship, may actually be against the (United
States and/or local) law.
We asked missionaries whether the
following question is true or false: “It is not
uncommon for authorities in a foreign country to request facilitation payments. United
States individuals making such payments
can be prosecuted for violating United States
laws.” Fewer than seventy-five percent correctly responded, “true.”
We recommend that before embarking,
missionaries consult with their sponsoring
organizations and other missionaries that
have visited the destination country about
important United States and local laws and
regulations. Clear among the surveyed missionaries is the necessity of understanding
United States and local laws and regulations;
eighty-eight percent agree or strongly agree.

Concept 4: Robust Financial
Reporting Helps Build
Support for Future Missions

Contributors want and deserve to know how
their donations are used in missionary work.
Periodically preparing and distributing financial reports accomplishes this objective.
A complete set of financial statements typically includes at least three separate statements (balance sheet, income statement,
statement of cash flows) and footnotes.
A balance sheet is prepared at a point in
time. Applicable to a mission, it reflects cash
available, pledges for contributions not yet
received, as well as purchased assets (e.g.,
food, medicine, other supplies), liabilities
(e.g., monies owed for food, medicine, supplies, and any monies or other resources
held that must be returned or passed along
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Table 11.1

Example of Mission Balance Sheet
Calvary Mission in Ecuador Balance Sheet—June 30, 2017

Assets

Liabilities

Cash on hand

$300

Due to vendors for purchased food, medicine & supplies

Cash in banks

2,456

Due to First Baptist Church—reimbursement for travel

1,350

Pledges

2,000

Total liabilities

8,005

Purchased food, medicine & supplies to be distributed*

779

Total assets

$5,535

$6,655

Equity

(2,470)

Total liabilities and equity

$5,535

*Does not include the value of donated food, medicine, and other supplies, an inventory of which as of June 30, 2017 is attached to this balance sheet.

to governments or other entities), and equity
(assets, less liabilities). Donated assets are
typically not reflected in the balance sheet.
However, the amount or value of such donations is frequently reflected in footnotes to
the financial statements. Table 11.1 is an example balance sheet of a mission. Note how
the amount of total assets and total liabilities
and net worth agree, or balance.
An income statement reflects the activities
of an entity over a period of time. Reported in
the income statement of a mission are funds
received or to-be-received and expenses paid
or owed. Including pledged contributions
and amounts owed in the income statement
is known as accrual accounting. Pledges and
liabilities are accrued—that is, recorded on
the balance sheet and in the income statement when they are promised (or earned)
and due (goods have been received from vendors). Table 11.2 is an example of an income
statement of the same mission. This format
is different from the income statement of
most for-profit entities in that it includes
both actual and budgeted contributions
and expenditures. Note that large variations
between actual and budgeted amounts are
explained in footnotes.
Like the income statement, a statement
of cash flows, reflects activities of an entity
for a period of time. However, activities are
recorded on a cash basis, not accrual basis.
Table 11.3 is statement of cash flows for the
example mission. Note that contributions
are less than the amount included in the
income statement as pledges of $2,000 that
are reflected in the balance sheet were not
collected during the six months ended
June 30, 2017. Also note that the amounts
reflected in the statement of cash flows for
purchased food, medicine, and supplies
and transportation are different from the
amounts reflected in the income statement
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reflecting amounts due (not yet paid) and/
or not yet distributed which are reflected
in the balance sheet at June 30, 2017. Finally
note that the amount of cash as of June 30,
2017, is equal to the total amount of cash
reflected in the balance sheet.
Although eighty-three percent of missionaries agreed or strongly agreed that financial reporting is necessary in missionary
work, most do not understand the purpose
of these basic financial statements. When
asked, “Which financial statement conveys
information about profitability”? Seventy-three percent failed to correctly identify
the Income Statement.
We recommend that each month a
balance sheet, income statement, and statement of cash flows be prepared. As depicted
above, the income statement should include
both actual and budgeted funding and
expenditures. Preparing monthly financial
statements reduces the likelihood that
monies may be spent too quickly and helps
missionaries recognize when unanticipated
expenditures require additional funding.
In the above example, Bible translation and
printing were an unexpected expense. It may
be that contributors would be willing to separately fund these costs. On the other hand,
inadequate financial reporting can lead to
a loss of contributors’ trust reducing future
contributions.
In any endeavor, whether a for-profit
business, a government agency, a non-profit, or a Christian mission, a lack of proper
accounting and reporting indicates a lack of
stewardship. Since missionaries are highly
dependent on voluntary contributions, the
importance of accounting records and proper reporting of contributions is critically
important. Donors are typically reluctant to
give to endeavors that fail to demonstrate
good stewardship.
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Summary

The success of missionary work is, in part,
dependent on good accounting practices.
Beyond increasing the likelihood of financial viability of missions, the benefits of
understanding accounting can go far beyond initial outreach activities. For example,
unfortunately, locals who decide to take up
the cross may encounter persecution losing
their homes, possessions, former livelihood,
and even being beaten. Many are forced to
explore non-traditional avenues of support
and become entrepreneurs. Missionaries
familiar with accounting concepts and practices can assist in analyzing business proposals, helping new believers get re-established.
They can also teach the newly converted
basic accounting concepts such as those
described in this article, enabling them to
manage their finances and not be dependent
on foreign funding.
An accounting degree is as respected in
most parts of the world as a medical or engineering degree. It alone may open the door
to opportunities like teaching English at a
foreign school or university, or overseeing
the business and accounting aspects of mission or social endeavors abroad. While not
everyone has the time or resources necessary
to earn an accounting degree, everyone can
follow these four basic accounting concepts
for missionary work. 
Dr. Denise Dickins is an Associate Professor
at East Carolina University in Greenville,
North Carolina where she teaches courses in
Auditing, Corporate Governance & Accounting Ethics, and Fraud Examination.
Dr. Leslie Turner is Dean of the Rinker
School of Business at Palm Beach Atlantic
University, a Christ-first university in West
Palm Beach, Florida.
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Calvary Mission in Ecuador
Income Statement
For the Six Months Ended June 30, 2017
Actual

Budgeted

Difference
(over) under

$10,000

$10,000

$0

Rent

850

850

0

Utilities

300

300

0

Transportation

1,485

1,500

15

Food*

1,650

2,000

350

Medicine*

2,500

1,800

(1) (700)

Supplies*

4,385

3,550

(2) 835

Bible translation

800

0

(3) (800)

Bible printing

500

0

(3) (500)

12,470

10,000

(2,470)

$(2,470)

$0

$(2,470)

Contributions
Expenses:

Total expenditures
Net income (expense)

Endnotes

1. Sur veyed individuals responded to an independent
request (Sur vey Monkey) to complete the sur vey. The
sur vey’s introduction stated, “We are interested in
the views of individuals who have participated in the
development or conduct of missionar y work. If you
have not participated in the development or conduct of
missionar y work, you should not complete this sur vey.”
Of the 123 individuals initially accessing the sur vey,
forty-nine opted-out as they believed they did not meet
the missions-criteria. Of the seventy-four participants,
12 percent are age eighteen to twenty-nine, 21 percent
are age twenty to forty-four, 37 percent are age forty-five
to fifty-nine, and 30 percent are age sixty and over; 74
percent are female; and they are geographically disbursed
across the United States. The largest region represented is
the South Atlantic at 27 percent.
2. Esteban Ortiz-Ospina and Max Roser, “Trust,”
Published online at OurWorldInData.org (2017), https://
ourworldindata.org/trust.
3. Luigi Guiso, Paola Sapienza, and Luigi Zingales, “Does
Culture Affect Economic Outcomes?” Journal of Economic
Perspectives 20, no. 2 (2006): 23–48.
4. Ortiz-Ospina and Roser, “Trust.”
5. “Corruption Perceptions Index 2016,” Sur veys,
Transparency International, Januar y 25, 2017, https://
www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_
perceptions_index_2016#table.

* Does not include the value of donated food, medicine, and other supplies, which were distributed or are on-hand at June 30,
2017. A listing of donated items distributed during the six months ended June 30, 2017 is attached to this income statement.
(1) An unanticipated breakout of Yellow Fever occurred in May. As sufficient medical supplies were not on hand at the time, they had
to be purchased.
(2) The charity, Give Well, unexpectedly donated 80 mosquito nets in June which, therefore, were not required to be purchased.
(3) Unbudgeted costs to translate and print bibles were incurred in June as the mission’s congregation unexpectedly increased from
45 to 75.

Table 11.3

Example of Mission Statement of Cash Flows
Calvary Mission in Ecuador
Statement of Cash Flows—Direct Method
For the Six Months Ended June 30, 2017
Actual

Cash from operating activities:
Contributions

$8,000

Rent

(850)

Utilities

(300)

Transportation

(135)

Food, medicine & supplies

(1) (2,659)

Bible translation

(800)

Bible printing

(500)

Net increase in cash

2,756

Cash, Januar y 1, 2017
Cash, June 30, 2017

0
$2,756

(1) Represents total expenses of $8,535, less amounts not yet paid of $6,655, plus undistributed food, medicine and supplies of $779.
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The Spirituality of …

Spirituality of Roland Allen
J. D. Payne

Roland Allen (1868–1947) was one of the greatest missionary thinkers of the twentieth
century. His writings have influenced most missionaries today. Even outside of missiological
literature, his works show up in the bibliographies of Pauline scholars and theologians.

Many principles and guidelines accepted as
commonplace today were foreign during
Allen’s time, and he worked doggedly to
change that. In a poignant story, Hubert J.
B. Allen recalls asking his grandfather if he
could read his books, to which the senior
Allen responded, “Oh, yes, you can read them
by all means—but you won’t understand
them; I don’t think anyone is going to understand them until I’ve been dead ten years.”1
It was after the 1952 joint conference of
the WCC and the International Missionary
Council at Willingen (Germany) that Allen’s
works became more influential. It fact, his
popularity increased in some circles to such
a degree that “he’d have been horrified to
find himself transformed almost into a cult
figure.”2 Now, the Church is at a point where
many people are under Allen’s sway and do
not know it.
The irony is that little biographical information exists on such an influential man.3
This paucity of data makes the hunt for his
spiritually somewhat challenging. The researcher is able to consult a few secondary
sources for insight, but mostly has to wade
through a large number of Roland Allen’s
books and articles. A cursory glance at a few
of his book titles quickly informs the researcher that the Allen bibliography consists
of works consumed mainly with missionary
activity and not personal devotion: Missionary Methods: St. Paul’s or Ours?, Missionary Principles, The Spontaneous Expansion of the Church,
and The Ministry of Expansion. Therefore, discernment of his spirituality has to be pieced
together from various writings.

Family and Formation

The best place to begin to understand Allen’s
value of matters of the soul is to start with his
family heritage. The spiritual inheritance he
received established a foundation on which
matters of his heart developed. Though his
thinking did mature and change over the
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years, he never moved too far from his spiritual upbringing. I am indebted to Allen’s
grandson, Hubert J. B. Allen, for the biography
Roland Allen: Pioneer, Priest, and Prophet. Unless
otherwise noted, the biographical information in this article is taken from his book.
Allen was born to Charles Fletcher
(1835–1873) and Priscilla (1839–1935) Allen in
England on December 29,1868. He was the
sixth of seven children. At four weeks of age,
he was baptized in the building of St. Werburgh’s Church. The senior Allen was a clergyman in the Church of England and died
in Belize while his son was four years old.
Allen’s maternal grandfather, Joseph Henry
Malpas, was vicar of Awre in Gloucestershire.
In addition to knowing little of his father,
Allen’s grandparents died before he was
ten years old. His mother was the formative
influence in his life. Three of the Allen boys
became clergymen after college.
Priscilla Allen had relatives who were
Plymouth Brethren, including her younger
sister who was known to carry gospel tracts
in her bag and share them with the poor
who loitered in parks. While Priscilla was not
Brethren, she was of a “strongly evangelical
persuasion.”
One wonders if Priscilla’s influence was
related to Allen’s missionary calling. Allen
wrote that from childhood, he wanted to
serve God. Holding “a conviction that to be
ignorant of God’s Love revealed in Christ was
to be in a most miserable state,” he understood the importance of making disciples.
This conviction manifested itself when he
was four years of age. After hearing “there
were men who had never been told the
Gospel,” Allen cried out, “Then I shall go and
tell them.”4
Long into adulthood, Allen would make
a passing comment to the Bishop of Assam
connecting his willingness to stand on his
convictions—even bucking cherished traditions—with his upbringing. “My mother,” he
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wrote, “was certainly right when she taught
me that to speak of oneself as obeying the
Church, and to speak of oneself as obeying
Christ are not identical.”5

Convictions and Calling

Allen’s convictions would often bring him
into conflict with others. One only has to
read the title of his most popular book,
Missionary Methods: St. Paul’s or Ours?, to
understand the author clearly had provocateur-tendencies. But Allen was not prone to
conflict for conflict’s sake. The actions that
manifested themselves from his convictions
were deeply rooted in his walk with God. And
this spirituality was grounded deeply in the
Scriptures and experience.
It was during his undergraduate studies
at Oxford that Allen was greatly influenced
by the Anglo-Catholic faculty at Pusey House,
near the college. Its principal, Charles Gore
was one of the founders of the “Liberal
Catholic” tradition among High Anglicans.
In addition to Gore, Father Philip Waggett,
a sacramental theologian, and librarian,
F. E. Brightman, were other influences.
Brightman was a scholar and interested
in the spiritually of the Eastern Churches.
Hubert Allen notes it has been argued that
Brightman’s influence may have attributed
to Allen’s ecclesiocentric understanding of
mission. Allen was heavily influenced by the
Tractarian tradition, which David M. Paton
described as an “old-fashioned Anglican
Catholicism—sober, restrained, scholarly,
immensely disciplined” Reflecting on this
influence in Allen’s life, Paton commented,
“There is no trace anywhere in him of the
preoccupation with secondary matters of
ceremony into which the high Tractarian
position sometimes degenerated.”6
Following college, Allen attended the
High Anglican clergy training school in
Leeds. In 1892, he was ordained a deacon, and
one year later became a priest and served his
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curacy in the Durham diocese in the parish
of St. John the Evangelist, Darlington. Within
a short period of time, he applied to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG)
to serve as a missionary. Allen’s application
included a plea revealing his deep desire to
take the gospel to the nations. “I am simply
thirsting to go to the Foreign Mission Field,”
he wrote, “and I am ready to go wherever and
whenever the Society has a vacancy.”7 However, his zeal did not persuade the board. Due
to a heart condition, the Society refused to
send him as a missionary.
Determined to begin service as soon as
possible, Allen, applied to the Society’s associated mission, the independent Church of
England to North China. Again, his physical
health did not meet the standards. This time
he was determined to challenge the implications of his diagnosis. Speaking to the doctor, he noted, “If, as you say … I have so bad
a heart that I am likely to die soon, can you
tell me why I should be likely to die sooner
in China than in England?” The Church of
England Mission to North China accepted
him the following year in 1894.
Allen often took a stand in the face of opposition. He was good at debate. Alexander
McLeish observed that he did not “fit well
into the accepted scheme of things,” and that
he “was always a rebel in spirit.”8 While Allen
pushed against many cultural preferences,
he did so because of deep biblical convictions. Lesslie Newbigin described Allen’s arguments as having a “bulldog grip,” one that
“you could not shake” off.9 And with haunting words, Newbigin warned the reader of
Allen’s writings is likely to hear a voice “more
searching than the word of man,” one that
questions the reader’s cherished thoughts
about missions.10
It should be noted that Priscilla M. Allen,
Allen’s daughter, noted her father was “never
a rebel where the teaching of the church was
concerned. The Prayer Book and the Bible
satisfied him completely. He knew nearly the
whole of the Prayer Book and large portions
of the Bible by heart.”11 Referring to his service in China, she commented that “I have
never heard any suggestion that he was considered a rebel or in any way difficult to work
with in those days.”12 If Allen was a rebel, it
was because he believed in reform that could
lead to a more excellent way.
Allen eventually returned to Britain due
to health problems. He served as a vicar in the
rural Buckinghamshire parish of Chalfont
St. Peter. However, on November 25, 1907,
he “publicly and pugnaciously resigned.”

He believed the Church was to practice
biblical church discipline, which included
withholding ecclesiastical services from the
unrepentant, particularly Holy Communion
and the Burial Offices. While the Church of
England provided services to even nominal
Christians, Allen refused to offer his ministry
to “people who make no profession of believing in the doctrines of the Church, or who
make no profession of keeping the laws of
the Church.”13
Thirty-two years later, he resigned from
St. Mark’s Church in Nairobi’s Parklands
suburb. The departure was based on the reality that as a paid clergyman, he was being
asked “to fill gaps.” Instead of Africans being
raised up to serve the church, the church was
content to pay him for his clerical services.
Allen believed this to be an unhealthy situation, writing “I would gladly serve St. Mark’s
if my service helped you out of the mire; but
I cannot serve, if my service helps you to remain in it.”14

Basics and Bible

Allen believed the Christian faith was to be
experienced. The basics of the faith were to
be lived out in the world. Spiritual knowledge was to result in spiritual actions. From
his childhood, he heard people talk of “experimental religion,” one that is based on
personal experience. Drawing from his years
of study and piety, he discerned “if we widen
our conceptions of experience beyond the
region of sensibility, and include within it
the realms of thought and will and spiritual
desire, I believe that this teaching of experimental religion is profoundly true.” People
truly owned their doctrine when it was experienced.15 While these statements may lead
one to believe that Allen embraced neoorthodoxy, such was not the case. His point was if
there were no actions related to one’s faith,
then such was not true faith. Whenever the
believer acted on his or her orthodoxy, it was
at that moment theory became realized.
Even as a High Church Anglican, he
became convinced the Bible offered an apostolic simplicity that could be applied to any
society at any time in history and that the
organization of a local church was a simple
New Testament idea. The basics found in the
Scriptures were to influence all ecclesiastical
practices on the mission fields of the world.
The Bible’s reach was inescapable.
An example of his biblical simplicity is
found in a letter he wrote in Kenya in 1932:
I say what seems to me obviously true,

but they do not know what to do about it.
… I hold that truth must win its own way,
and I stand aside when I have pointed to
the truth. To me, “He must increase and
I must decrease” is a lively word. All I can
say is that “This is the way of Christ and
His Apostles.” If any man answer, “That is
out of date,” or “Times have changed,” ˙…
I can only repeat “This is the way of Christ
and His Apostles,” and leave him to face
that issue.16
Allen advocated that “a certain character
of universality” must be allowed to the
methods of the Apostle Paul. He was convinced that no one had discovered a better
way to establish churches and no one had
experienced greater results, for “the Apostle’s methods succeeded exactly where ours
have failed.”17
Western institutions with their forms
were not to be forced upon Majority World
peoples. Healthy growth was to come from
giving people freedom in the early days. The
“proper work of the missionary” was to be
the “direct propagation of the Gospel.” 18 Missionaries were to do little more than what
the Apostle did. Following evangelistic work,
they were to establish indigenous (i.e., contextualized) churches with national leaders
and teach/model before new believers a life
and ministry dependent on the Holy Spirit.
Missionaries had to manifest a great faith in
the Holy Spirit to seal, sanctify, empower, and
protect the new churches. This was the way
to the spontaneous expansion of the Church.

Disappointment and Devotion

Allen was a misunderstood prophet. Like
most people who are able to see around
corners, nearby acquaintances and distant
strangers often think such people are peculiar and sometimes frustrating. These
people are ahead of their time. They are the
innovators. They have strange visions, ones
that cannot be applied to contemporary
structures and organizations. The systems
they speak of do not exist. These people are
often told “no,” “impossible,” “never,” or
simply ignored. Allen was such a person. And
such people are often called to a life of constant discouragements. Yet, even with such
disappointments, Allen remained devoted to
Christ and His mission.
Allen’s family lived with his disappointments and saw the effect of them upon his
heart. Priscilla Allen wrote, “All through his
life he was conscious of the activity of the
Holy Ghost preventing him and all God’s
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people. He was given to fits of depression,
being, I suppose, a typical cyclothymic; but
I remember his saying to me that there was
no need to be depressed because (I do not
remember the exact words) he was on the
winning side (or something to that effect).”19
She continued to describe the effect of
his writings and resignation from Chalfont
St. Peter’s:
He was, as you see, cut off from ordinary
active service. He could not be a professional missionary, even if his health
allowed it, after the way he had written
about their work; and now he could not
hold any office in the church. He was
getting isolated and confined more and
more to mere theorizing, because he
could not test out his ideas in practice. It
is very sad that a man of such gifts and so
full of ideas and so full of the Holy Ghost
should have been thus banished from
active life.20
Allen published Missionary Principles
in 1913, but according to Hubert Allen, he
“felt frustrated and disappointed because,
although the merits of his arguments were
acknowledged, even people he greatly admired seemed to be impervious to the need
for change.” He was troubled and noted that
“I could not understand how wise men could
see what I saw and not change their whole
manner of action.” He also found himself
frustrated by both the clergy and laity that
had “more zeal for missionary societies than
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for the mission of the Church.”21
In 1930 Allen published Voluntary Clergy,
containing thoughts that were a culmination of his years of work and reflective of the
needs in pioneer areas of the world. However, the family was greatly disappointed when
the book “failed to sell or to make much
impression.” Yet, even with this reality Allen
continued to trumpet his convictions about
voluntary clergy to his bishop, so much so
that Priscilla commented “he harried our
poor bishop about voluntary clergy until
I am afraid the bishop came to dread the
sight of him.”22

Conclusion

An examination of Allen’s spiritually reveals
a man deeply committed to Christ, His word,
His mission, and the Anglican tradition. He
often felt like a lonely voice crying in the
desert and a prophet without honor. He
believed faith without works was dead. And
it was faith in God’s radical truth that would
transform not only the life of the unregenerate but the entire missionary enterprise. People heard Allen’s words during his lifetime,
but they listened to them after his death. 
J. D. Payne, PhD, is an associate professor
of Christian Ministry at Samford University
in Birmingham, Alabama. He has published
thirteen books on missions, including Roland
Allen: Pioneer of Spontaneous Expansion and
Roland Allen’s the Ministry of Expansion. He
may be contacted at jd.payne@samford.edu.
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Voices from the Past

Missionary Responsibility: Changeless and Relative
George W. Peters

The preparation of the missionary must be in
keeping with the task assigned him. We are compelled, therefore, to define the missionary task
from a twofold point of view. The preparation of
the missionary must be in keeping with the task
assigned him. We are compelled, therefore, to
define the missionary task from a twofold point
of view. The task of the missionary contains something of the ultimate, something that neither centuries, circumstances, nor cultures change. There
is such a thing as a “changeless task.” But the task
of the missionary also contains something of the
relative, something that demands changes and
adaptations. Unless these two aspects are kept
in mind, the missionary cause may be weakened,
endangered, and eventually made ineffective.

The Missionary’s Task is
Changeless in Four Ways
Spiritual Task
First, it is a spiritual task, and therefore the missionary must equip himself spiritually. Essentially and ultimately the missionary task belongs
to the Holy Spirit. As salvation originated in the
eternal counsel of God, and was procured historically in the Person and work of Christ, the eternal
Son of God, so it is made experientially real in an
individual’s heart by the Holy Spirit. He is the
present administrator not only of salvation but
also of missions. This is apparent in the Book of
Acts. The Spirit’s instrument is the Word of God,
and His agent is the church and individuals called
out for specific missionary services.
The fact that missions essentially are a ministry of the Holy Spirit is both a comfort and
challenge to us: a comfort in that we may trust
Him to accomplish His work; a challenge in that
only Spirit-filled and spiritually-minded men and
women can be used effectively in mission ministries. There is no greater lesson for a would-be
missionary to learn than how to live a Spirit-filled
life, how to walk and minister in the Spirit. The
fact that the final battle is in the realm of the Spirit and spirits can never be emphasized too strongly, though it may be stressed too one-sidedly.
Biblical Task
Second, it is a biblical task, and therefore the missionary must equip himself biblically. Thorough

knowledge of the Word of God is essential. There
is no substitute qualification. Nothing can justify
appointing an individual to the missionary task
who does not possess or is not willing to acquire a
thorough knowledge of the Word of God.
We are not sent forth as missionaries merely
for friendship or to demonstrate the oneness of
Christians in the Body of Christ, though these
are precious truths and belong in the realm of
Christian living. We are not sent forth primarily
to share the great benefits of Christianity with
the world. We are witnesses to Christ, we are His
ambassadors, we are preachers of the Gospel of
God and messengers of His message to mankind.
Our message is contained in a Book, the Bible,
and we gladly bear the world’s scorn that we are
a people of one book, messengers of an ancient
message. The challenge of the missionary is to be
a “sent one”—sent by the Holy Spirit (Acts 13:4) to
bear witness to Christ and proclaim the revealed
message of God’s redeeming act in Christ.
As our message is derived from and determined by the Bible, so also is our assignment
as missionaries. Much confusion exists today
about the preparation of missionaries because
our assignment has become hazy and blurred.
In the words of the late missionary statesman,
Dr. Samuel Zwemer, there is a great deal of “gray
thinking” about missions. One cause of indefiniteness is that we are not delineating between
the biblical assignment to the church and the
biblical responsibility of missions. It is here that
we need penetrating study of the Great Commission. Only here can we find our theological and
practical orientation for our mission. The Great
Commission does not set forth the complete
divine assignment to the church (this is found
in the entire New Testament) but it does set forth
the framework and essentials of our missionary
assignment. We find our direction for missions
not in the needs of mankind as they appear to us,
for they are limitless, ever-growing, ever-changing. We receive our assignment from our Captain
in His changeless Word. Here is our beacon in the
midst of fog and conjecture. Thus, we are thrust
upon the Bible as our unfailing guide, which presupposes thorough knowledge of it. We find both
our message and assignment in the Bible because
the missionary task is a biblical task.
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Task of Faith
Third, it is a task of faith, and therefore the
missionary must be a man of faith. God has
ordained Christianity as a religion of faith.
By faith man accepts the salvation offered in
Christ. Paul tells us that we walk by faith, not
by sight. The letter to the Hebrews says that
“without faith it is impossible to please him
(God).” From beginning to end, the Christian
life is a life of faith, and so is the missionary
task. Here not only our love for the Lord and
others is tried, but also especially our faith.
Do we believe what the Bible says about the
marvelous Person and purposes of God,
man’s depth of being and height of possibility, the absoluteness, finality, exclusiveness, universality, and individuality of the
Gospel, and the temporal and eternal issues
disclosed in the Book? These are faith issues,
based upon revelation rather than human
experience. No human sentimentalism or
goodwill is sufficient to sustain the burdens,
frustrations, and disappointments of the
missionary task. We need deeper motivation.
Only a heart set aflame by the Holy Spirit
through deep and stirring faith convictions
about eternal verities will uphold us in the
heat of the battle and in the depth and length
of sacrifices.
True missionary work, therefore, can be
done only by men of faith, men who without
hesitation undertake humanly impossible
tasks for Him.
Such faith, though a work of the Holy
Spirit, does not come to us overnight, nor
does it come automatically or mechanically.
It grows only in a certain atmosphere and
must be carefully cultivated. This takes time,
discipline, patience, humble waiting in the
presence of God, abiding in Christ, and absorbing interest in the Word of God. It is no
surprise that Paul spent three years in Arabia
soon after his conversion and, somewhat
later, some five to seven years in Tarsus. He
needed time and solitude for theological
orientation as well as spiritual maturation
before he became the greatest missionary of
the early Christian era.
Men of faith are not grown in theological
hot-beds or ecclesiastical organizations,
though neither do they generate in vacuums.
They prosper only in the presence of God,
allied with Him for the battles of life. Men of
this quality are rare, yet desperately needed.
Only men of faith can do lasting work in a
world of unbelief. World-overcoming faith is
demanded of a missionary, and the cultivation of such faith belongs to the essentials of
missionary preparation.
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Human Task
Fourth, it is a human task, and therefore the
missionary must be a man living in healthful
human relationships. God has chosen human instruments to accomplish His task in
human hearts in a human society. While humanism and theological liberalism no doubt
have overemphasized this, and have made
missions almost totally anthropocentric,
evangelical Christianity has greatly underestimated it. Man does not live in isolation; he
lives in society and in a culture. His culture is
the physical, mental, psychological, and religious atmosphere he breathes for his survival and advancement, and which he values for
what it does and for what be believes it does.
Man is an interacting being. He is acted
upon most successfully and effectively by
agents of unicultural relationships. He most
readily follows the leader of the in-group and
submits to the authority of his own group.
If man is to be reached, he must be reached
within his culture.
Hence, a tragic dualism often plagues the
evangelical missionary. It is not necessarily
his love for Westernism that troubles him.
(Such love he seemingly left behind when
he yielded to the Master for service abroad.)
It is far more his fear that through identification he may endanger his testimony to
the uniqueness of Christianity, that he may
become somehow identified with the sins
bound up in the culture of the people he
has come to serve, and that the principle of
Christian separation and separateness may
be blurred by his life.
This is a legitimate fear and must not be
dismissed lightly. Yet, it is a fear that may
enlarge upon us and make the necessary
cultural adaptations for identification and
integration impossible, and thus may paralyze our effectiveness. No doubt, much weakness in evangelical mission work is because
missionaries haven’t been able or willing
to make such cultural adaptation, social
integration, psychological penetration, and
spiritual identification as to make spiritual
fellowship deep, lasting, contagious, and vital. Somehow the wall of separation was not
broken down, isolationism developed and
continued, and effectiveness did not result in
the work. There was no real communication
or communion with the people. Two worlds,
though existing side by side, never met and
melted together. The missionary never “sat
where they sat,” though he sacrificed much
and put forth great effort to communicate a
message so precious to himself.
It is not our intention to discuss cultural
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anthropology and the demands upon us for
effective communication with the people
we desire to reach with the Gospel. Suffice it
to say that missionary work is a human task
and can be accomplished only when human
relationships between missionary and the
people are fully human, and when communication takes place according to divinely
created channels involving far more than
knowledge of the language.
Such then is the changeless task of the
missionary. It is a spiritual, biblical, and
human task. It is a task of faith. In these qualities the work of missions never modifies or
alters. Let us now turn to the relative aspects
of missionary responsibility.

The Missionary’s Task is
Relative in Five Ways

The relative task of the missionary depends
upon a number of factors, and the missionary candidate must be cautioned not to grow
impatient when his assignment cannot be
immediately defined with precision. Trust in
God’s personal leading is necessary. In general, the missionary’s relative tasks will involve
him in five areas of service.
Strengthen the Church
First, he must serve the church. This will
involve the missionary in an intensive teaching program. The church must be taught
“to observe all things.” Its doctrinal and
ethical life must be guarded, integrated, and
blended. This does not necessarily mean the
sponsoring of an educational or institutional program, but rather teaching the Bible’s
essential doctrines in a village to village,
church-centered program. Appropriate
Christian literature is greatly needed.
In the teaching program, the missionary
together with the church must face the critical problem of the church’s integration and
acculturation in an essentially anti-Christian
culture. This is without question one of the
crucial problems of the younger churches
and requires intelligent study and wisdom.
Today anti-Christian cultures, anti-Christian
philosophies are rising and seeking to dominate the world. The missionary must assist
the younger church to root itself in the Word
and be alert to false philosophies.
Evangelistic Fervor
Second, he must maintain evangelistic
fervor in younger churches by example and
teaching. Younger churches must be saved
from the peril of the status quo. They must
expand through energetic evangelism. In
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this ministry, the missionary will remain
the example and inspiration for many years.
Much patience is needed to understand the
younger churches. We must not forget that
most of them came out of relatively static
cultures and non-missionary religions, and
aggressive evangelism is often a new concept
for them. It is true that the Holy Spirit is
the dynamic of evangelism, but He usually
works through the mental concepts and psychological channels that have been created
through teaching the Word of God. Thus,
teaching and example are necessary if younger churches are to become an evangelistic
force in their communities and eventually in
the world.

smaller geographical areas, many towns and
villages, as well as large numbers of tribes,
are untouched by the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
If the command of Christ to preach the Gospel to every creature is to be fulfilled, much
pioneer work remains.

National Leadership
Third, he must train national leadership
able to cope with present-day problems.
Such training has stayed far behind the development of national consciousness, and
a dangerous gulf is developing. Evangelicalism has produced many wonderful pastors
and evangelists. Yet a serious lag persists in
developing men with abilities for national
leadership, as well as theologians and church
statesmen. Neither have training programs
kept pace with the numerous Christian
groups springing up. Pastors, Bible teachers,
and leaders are needed almost everywhere.
Present training programs are inadequate
in preparing men, both numerically and
qualitatively. This must be remedied, and it
must be done quickly if the younger churches are not to suffer severely.

Indispensables

Pioneer Work
Fourth, he must do pioneer work. Missions
always includes pioneer work. Numerous

Technical Ministries
Fifth, he must perform certain technical
and professional ministries. Such ministries
include radio, printing, literature, linguistics
and translation, medical service (doctors
and nurses as well as teachers in specialized
areas), and teachers in schools for missionary
children. These and other areas call for technically and professionally trained people.
In the light of both the changeless and the
relative aspects of missionary responsibility,
should not our objective be to pray for and
train missionaries with certain indispensable
qualifications? I think we need people today
who are spiritually healthy and personally
mature, with a message from God derived
from the Scriptures, and with the ability,
love, divine compulsion, and divine authority to communicate that message to men. 
Dr. George W. Peters, a Russian immigrant,
became Professor of Missiology at Dallas
Theological Seminary in 1962, where he
served for fourteen years. He also served for
twenty-five years on the Mennonite Brethren
Board of Foreign Missions. He authored
ten books, including a classic mission
text, A Biblical Theology of Missions (Moody
Press, 1975).
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Mission Networks
August 2018 | Volume 6 Issue 3
Networks are becoming one of the fastest growing platforms for leaders and practitioners
to connect in the global missions community. These networks are leading to the discovery
of best practices, new means of sharing information, and cooperative action for the sake of
gospel proclamation to the ends of the earth. Hundreds of networks that have formed in the
last decade range from wide global movements to very unique issue-focused communities.
Through our partnership with LinkingGlobalVoices.com we hope that this window into the
world of networks will open your eyes to new potential strategic relationships to investigate
and invest in for God’s glory and the proclamation of his good news!
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Mission Networks

Engaging through Prayer

Join us today as we pray for unity. We seek God’s spirit to bring unity
within networks and among networks. As we each strive to serve God,
let us be passionate about seeing his spirit dwell richly within us so
that as his people united together we will see his name proclaimed
and his church established. In addition, pray for protection over
these networks, safety as they gather, and clarity of vision as they
meet virtually or physically. Please pray that as they meet, God would
move these faithful workers to seek the Lord and his wisdom as the
foundation for the strategies and hoped-for outcomes that are constructed during their gatherings.

Reflection for Churches and Organizations

It is essential that globally-minded and connected churches and
organizations recognize partnership as a vital element of any work
that is taking place around the world. If you are not actively engaged
in partnership or networks take time to investigate those that exist in
the area of the world in which you are called to work. Seek out those
with a specific issue that you can align with to gain wisdom, insight,
and strength in your ability to minister globally. Working together
should not be an option for Kingdom minded initiatives. Through
partnership and relationship, we reflect the heart of God and we are
strengthened in our service to the nations. 
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A Christian Reads the Qur’an: Honest
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org) and adjunct faculty at
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New York.
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Dr. James Wright admits that he wrote this book
as his “pilgrimage away from ignorance” (195) in
order to engage his Muslim friends with integrity
when it comes to spiritual matters. He’s read the
Qur’an thoughtfully and respectfully. He expects
his Muslim friends to do the same with the Bible—the “earlier books” mentioned in the Qur’an.
This volume helps enquirers along the way in
their search for truth.
Wright’s warm, gentle tone permeates the
pages as he demonstrates his deep knowledge
and understanding of the Qur’an. As a missionary
and researcher with years of experience he knows
from whence he speaks. And, most importantly,
he “speaks the truth in love” in the context of
relationships with Muslim friends.
In fifty-four chapters, Wright reflects on all
114 suras of the Qur’an (he combines the shorter
suras in chapters 39–54). Wright acknowledges
that though there are other ways to read the
Qur’an (e.g., topically or chronologically) he
purposely chose to go through it sura by sura as it
stands. Throughout the book he reminds us that
he has indeed considered each verse carefully and
has done his best to understand its context and
audience. Wright demands intellectual integrity
from his readers regarding their holy scriptures
and the search for truth.
Each chapter unpacks the major thought(s)
or theme(s) of a sura using terminology familiar
to Muslims. The author admits he wants to know
what the Qur’an says about important topics such
as “the Creator, creation, good and evil, angels and
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demons, heaven and hell, prophets, the Tawrat,
Zabur, Injil and Isa al-Masih” (6). Wright compares
and contrasts these major topics and more.
I appreciate his attempts to find as much in
common as possible between the messages of
the Qur’an and the Bible, starting with the Semitic roots of the Arabic and Hebrew languages. Focusing on that which we have in common
is a fantastic way to build bridges and scale the
walls between the two faith communities. Yet
he is not afraid to respectfully rebuke and challenge inconsistencies when necessary: “If Allah
says something in one place of the Qur’an, then
it should agree with something he says in another place. Allah might reveal something in
different words, but the later revelation should
only improve on the first revelation, not contradict it” (19).
Nor does Wright shy away from addressing the
common “hot topics” with which Christians and
Muslims engage: The Bible’s “corruption,” the
role of the prophets, the Trinity, the sonship of
Jesus and his death and resurrection, and the way
to heaven and eternal life.
While written with a Muslim reader in mind,
this book is a valuable resource for Christians
who want to know more about the Qur’an’s
contents and its relation to the message of the
Gospel. It is a fantastic resource for answering the
most common questions, misconceptions and
objections our Muslim friends bring to the table.
I highly recommend it, especially for those with
no previous exposure to the Qur’an. 

Book Review

Acclimated to Africa: Cultural Competence for Westerners
By Debbi DiGennaro

Having lived in Africa and currently working with
people of many nationalities to prepare cross-cultural missionaries, this book immediately caught
my attention. Debbi DiGennaro brings ten years
of experience living and working in East Africa
to this book, currently as regional leader in a
faith-based NGO. She also consults and coaches
using the Culture Orientations Model (debbidigennaro.com). For this study she interviewed
African leaders and Westerners living in Africa, in
addition to her own observations and experience.
For DiGennaro the “goal of cross-cultural
competence is genuine connection between
dissimilar people” and “the skills and attitudes
we need in order to behave in ways acceptable
and meaningful to local people” (150). The first
chapter clarifies concepts of culture and cultural
adjustment and the generalizations that any
book that claims to talk about “Western” and
sub-Saharan “African” culture inevitably entails.
The remaining chapters outline the differences in perspectives between these two culture
clusters on seven themes, areas that often lead
to misunderstandings and tensions between
Africans and Westerners. These are concepts of
organization, finances, friendships, spirituality,
communication and conflict, leadership, and
work. Each theme is explored in an entertaining
and witty way through pithy statements by two
fictive representatives of these clusters that sum
up the (often contrasting) perspectives, expectations, and social norms. Many stories make this
an enjoyable read and provide great illustrations
of the differing cultural assumptions and ensuing potential for misunderstandings.
To students of cultures many of the cultural

contrasts like individualism versus collectivism,
time versus event orientation, direct versus indirect communication, and high versus low power
distance will not be completely new. However, in
this book we see how they work out in every-day
life in Sub-Saharan Africa and Westerners receive
insightful advice to negotiate the differences.
DiGennaro emphasizes the importance of
education in acquiring cultural competence, “in
order to act in a manner that is acceptable to the
members of a given society” (1–2). Such knowledge
will only result in changed behavior when there
is also the willingness to adapt and an attitude of
acceptance towards Africans. The only hindrance
to this can be the deep-seated conviction many
Westerners display in subtle and not so subtle
ways that our culture is normative for the rest of
the world. DiGennaro pleads for the willingness
to adapt and an attitude that sees African cultural
ways not as inferior but simply different and the
“right, appropriate, and reputable” way to live in
their context.
Acclimated to Africa should be standard reading
for any Westerner preparing to live in sub-Saharan Africa. Even Africans will benefit from this
book as they live and work in Western cultural
contexts. In mission organizations, increasingly
we see African missionaries joining us, but our
organization and procedures are often so deeply
rooted in Western assumptions and ways that
Africans and other non-Western friends will
need to adapt to our cultural practices for some
time to come. Hopefully, in the process of more
collaboration and partnerships, we will see mutual influence and growing cultural competence
among us. 
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In 1893 three young Canadian men set out to
take the gospel to the inhabitants of Africa’s interior (roughly today’s Sahel). Within months
of their arrival, two were dead and the third,
Rowland Bingham, was so ill that he was forced
to return to Canada. Based there, he went on to
become general director of SIM, serving until
his death in 1942.
What’s in a name? The answer, I suspect lies
in what has been cultivated and invested in it.
SIM has wrestled with that question, making
several adjustments to its name both in its
early years and in recent decades.
Originally designated Soudan Interior Mission (later Sudan Interior Mission), in SIM’s
early years the meaning was heavily locational.
Where the mission intended to focus its efforts
set it apart from other missions working within the “faith mission” tradition. The rationale
behind more recent shifts in SIM’s name have
focused on its character. SIM now has a presence worldwide—and missionaries from all
corners of the earth serve within it. But what
forms its core? What is the center from which
it seeks to work and witness?
Since 2000 “SIM” has stood for “Serving in
Mission,” articulating a set of core missional
values that have continuity all the way back to
those forged in the mission’s founding era. But
those values have been refined, sharpened, and
extended, reflecting tensions and tests brought
by time and growth in organizational scale and
widening fields of ministry.
Viewed from a business or organizational
perspective, through the years SIM has been
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open to mergers or, maybe more appropriately, friendly takeovers and absorption of other
mission organizations with compatible values,
spirit, and objectives. These mergers have lent
depth and enlarged scope of ministry to SIM.
They have taken it into corners of the world
far from the African Sahel and given it a worldwide presence. The story of SIM mergers and
growth composes a central strand of By Prayer
to the Nations.
Belaboring SIM’s shortcomings is not the
purpose of By Prayer to the Nations, but the book
includes sufficient acknowledgment of the
mission’s historical blind spots and belated
efforts to make amends to indicate an effort
at candor and repentance—and intentionality
in its quest, under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, to grow in righteousness in the conduct
of mission.
SIM may be a river with many tributaries
or it may be a tapestry blending a number of
subsidiary strands into a dominant image.
This book, too, is a tapestry, woven together
from letters, documents, field reports, articles, contributed chapters, photos, maps,
sidebars, and supplemental materials. Gary
Corwin supplies the dominant voice that
persists throughout the account and ties it
all together. The whole is more than just an
assemblage; it holds together as an account
of SIM’s first century and a quarter. From
the many parts, the strength of the SIM story
emerges as of interest in itself and as instructive for mission conducted with faithfulness
and integrity. 

Book Review

Pipeline: Engaging the Church in Missionary Mobilization
By David and Lorene Wilson, eds.

How would you like to see your church’s sending
capacity increased? David and Lorene Wilson
have compiled a wonderful blueprint for this to
become a reality. In Pipeline: Engaging the Church in
Missionary Mobilization, they have brought together a solid group of those writing on mobilization.
The bibliography alone is worth the purchase of
this book!
As noted in the introduction, “there seems
to be a missing feature on the supply side of the
pipeline—the most critical piece of the missionary mobilization pipeline is the church!” (xii)
Rightly prioritizing prayer in the first chapter,
the Wilsons then assembled forty-three chapters
in seven parts, beginning with parts 1 and 2 (Calling and its Obstacles) and progressing through
the different stages of building a quality missions
leadership team. Parts 3 and 4 focus on the local
church, while parts 5–7 deal with the different
aspects of the church/agency relationships. Each
chapter is written by a person with experience
and authority on the subject matter. Discussion
questions at the end of each part help to process
past and next steps.
David Wilson is now the director of church
relations at Avant Ministries, providing a platform for the gathering of the authors of these
chapters. But he has done a good job of not
being heavy handed with his personal and ministry experience. Instead, the choices of writers
are very inclusive and impartial. By choosing

qualified and experienced writers, the book
strikes a good balance of prioritizing biblical
principles, personal stories and practical application. And I appreciate that this was not put
together in a one-size-fits-all posture. There are
principles to be locally applied.
There is only one regret, a lack of discussion
regarding generational issues in part 7, where the
focus is on “Preparing the Sending Church for the
Next Generation.” But there are other books to
address this.
One concern is that some may treat this book
as a reference book, picking and choosing chapters. This should be avoided, as the entire book
flows well and creates context for itself.
“If you want to make God laugh, tell Him your
plans.” This quote from Woody Allen has been
amended by some by adding, “If you want to
make Him cry, tell Him you don’t have any plans.”
Pipeline helps the local sending church to involve
God in moving beyond simply having the desire
to send well to the point of developing His plan
for the local church.
I will be drawing from this book throughout
my introduction to missions course as well as
when I consult with churches. I will be encouraging my students to give this book as a gift to
their sending churches. May God continue to
call forth laborers through the local church.
And may He use books like Pipeline to aid them
in doing so. 
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Stubborn Perseverance: How to Launch Multiplying Movements
of Disciples and Churches among Muslims and Others (2nd ed.)
By James Nyman with Robby Butler
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Organization for Women & Youth
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“Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely, I am with you always, to the
very end of the age” (Matthew 28:19–20 NIV).
With this charge, many Christians believe
that they must go out into the world of the
non-believers to not only bring them the word
of Christ but to try and change their faith and
make them followers of Christ.
Stubborn Perseverance is the right title for
this book which tells of true stories mainly in
Indonesia, a country that has one of the world’s
largest Muslim populations. One always hears
of Christians converting and becoming Muslins especially in prison but while converting
Muslims to Christianity, one must have “stubborn perseverance.”
This book highlights the challenges some of
the already “converted” Muslims face as they
try to bring some of their friends, relatives and
community members to join them on their
journey. Stubborn Perseverance centers around
the life of Faisal and his wife Fatima. Faisal had
attended a church-planting movements (CPM)
principles and the training had concluded
with a challenge for all participants to gather
groups to study CPM principles in the scripture. He was able to convert his wife, Fatima.
This is an excellent book to be used to study
evangelism. Students in ministry will learn
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a lot from this book—especially because the
questions at the end of each chapter allow the
reader to have a chance to discuss the issues being faced by Faisal and Fatima in their journey
to “convert” their fellow Muslims. The book
could be used for Bible study as well. It gives
the footprints on how to go about converting,
especially those of the Muslim faith, to Christianity. Studying this book will give you the do’s
and don’ts in evangelism and allows you to
see how best to go about cultivating the right
group to assist you on your journey.
One thing that stands out is that as converted Muslims to Christianity, they had their
own names for God and did not let go of some
of their mother tongue. Faisal would pray and
end his prayer with “for the glory of Isa al-Masih, Amen”; so, who is Isa al-Masih? Faisal and
Fatima still greeted their friends with, “Assalam
wa’alikum and the response was Wa alikum
salam.” This reminds me of another great theologian Rev. Bediako who wrote about religion
being better understood in one’s language and
mother tongue.
This is a very good book especially for seminarians or anyone majoring in ministry; it goes
through the different steps of changing hearts
and faiths and the “stubborn perseverance”
one should have when going out to follow the
charge. I will recommend Stubborn Perseverance
as a must read for anyone who wants to go on
the evangelism journey. 

Book Review

Teaching English for Reconciliation: Pursuing Peace Through
Transformed Relationships in Language Learning and Teaching
By Jan Edwards Dormer and Cheryl Woelk

The background story that lays the foundation
for this very insightful book concerns Jan Dormer’s unsettling experience teaching English in
Canada in the early 1990s during the breakup of
Yugoslovia. She found herself teaching a class
filled with Serb and Croat refugees who were too
afraid to participate out fear of being hated or
attacked by classmates. The purpose of the book
is to provide innovative ways to pursue peace
and reconciliation in situations like this, and in
situations much less extreme.
Dormer and Woelk emphasize the role of
relationships in both reconciliation and the
language learning process. The foundational
value promoted in the book is “pursuing peace
through transformed relationships in English
language learning and teaching” (xiv). They
propose an other-centered approach to language
learning which the teacher can use to promote
reconciliation with others, and if appropriate in
the context, reconciliation with God.
The first section of the book provides reasons
for teaching English for reconciliation. It includes
information on conflict resolution and peace education as well as a discussion of biblical concepts
that lay a theological foundation for promoting
reconciliation through language learning.
The second section discusses the dynamics of
relationships in the English classroom, focusing on
the learners and their identity, the teacher’s identity
and methodologies, and the community that is
formed and perhaps transformed in the classroom.
The final section provides examples of how to

put these concepts into practice, both in contexts
where the curriculum is predefined and in contexts where the teacher has more freedom concerning the choice of curriculum. Applications
for specific contexts (e.g., church-based English
classes, classes for refugees, and international
ministries) are also provided.
Among the many strengths of this book is a
convincing argument for placing classroom relationships at the center of an English class, both for
the purpose of reconciliation but also as a pedagogical approach to teaching English. For readers
without English teaching experience, some parts
of the book may seem a bit dry. However, chapters
stand independently and those not relevant due
to a reader’s limited experience can be skipped
without reducing the value of the others.
This book would be appropriate for a widerange of audiences. Students of TESL/TEFL would
appreciate its novel approach to teaching English,
especially upper division undergrads and graduate students. More experienced English teachers
would also appreciate learning from the experiences and insights of these master teachers. This
book, or at least portions of it, would also be valuable in preparing short-term mission teams who
will be teaching English in an existing institution
or running a church-based language camp.
As someone with ten years of experience in
teaching a foreign language, I appreciated the
authors’ insights into both teaching theory and
practices and will be incorporating these ideas
into my classroom. 
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The Fellowship of the Suffering: How Hardship
Shapes Us for Ministry and Mission
By Paul Borthwick and Dave Ripper
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USD $16.00

Reviewed by Ryan KlejmentLavin, Director, Footstool Missions Center, Seoul, South Korea.

Suffering is an inescapable part of the human
experience. While uncomfortable and unwanted, suffering provides an opportunity for deep
personal growth and connection with others.
As Christians, how can we live as fully and faithfully as possible despite the reality that we, and
the world, will experience suffering? This book
wrestles with that question and offers some
keen insights.
Paul Borthwick and Dave Ripper start the text
by walking us through their own journeys of suffering. Part 1 of the book is made up of interviews
of both Borthwick and Ripper. In this section, the
reader is welcomed into the pain, struggle, and
despair that they have each felt individually. Their
honesty and humility set the stage for the premise of the book; namely, that we can experience
fellowship in suffering.
The main portion of the book is dedicated to
what kind of fellowship can be found in suffering.
Part 2 focuses on how the believer can experience
fellowship with Christ in the midst of sufferings, while part 3 focuses on how to experience

For Further Reading

fellowship with others. Both sections offer practical suggestions as to how to cultivate a fellowship
of the suffering. The book closes with a call for
believers to be people of mission who are willing
to suffer.
This is not a book that tries to answer the problem of evil or to defend a theodicy. Borthwick and
Ripper do not disclose their own views of theodicy, rather stressing the importance of belief in
a God who is both sovereign and intimate. There
are no quippy steps to overcome suffering offered
here; this is a book that humbly approaches the
reality of suffering and posits how that suffering
can be used by God. The suggestions made by
Borthwick and Ripper are strengthened by a
remarkable number of testimonies and stories
of those who have suffered, as well as through
Scripture and theologically sound exegesis.
The Fellowship of the Suffering is both an excellent resource for Christians who minister
to those who are suffering as well as a source of
encouragement for those who are experiencing
suffering. 
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Book Review

Traditional Ritual as Christian Worship: Dangerous
Syncretism or Necessary Hybridity?
Edited by R. Daniel Shaw and William R. Burrows

This volume is designed to “encourage communities of believers to eschew dangerous syncretism
while recognizing their culturally based spirituality that reflects necessary hybridity” (xxi). The
overall thesis of this project is that indigenous
people can become more familiar with Christianity and consider it as a way of life rather than
simply “religion” by adapting traditional ritual
and ceremony to Christian worship.
Based on this idea, twelve authors from a
variety of contexts unpack examples of hybridization of Christian worship and locally
understood rituals and ceremonies. It is not
possible to discuss every case, but each does
offer the possibility that traditional rituals and
ceremonies, e.g., the Simbu pig-kill festival of
Papua New Guinea, or the Korean ancestral
rites, could be used for the Eucharist and reconciliation in Christian worship.
This book has two main strengths. The first
lies in the significance of the topic. This research
touches on a very sensitive but critical issue in
missiology, especially in the postcolonial era in
which many indigenous people reject Christianity as merely a “foreign” religion. It is necessary
for missiologists and mission practitioners to
consider this problem. The second strength is
that the articles in this volume deal with contexts
including Costa Rica, Papua New Guinea, Jamaica, Korea, New Zealand, Armenia, Nigeria, Japan,
Israel, India, and even North America. This diversity helps the reader realize that the issue is global
and not limited to some specific area.
As shown by the subtitle, the issue is related

not only to hybridity, but also to “dangerous syncretism.” But the authors touch on syncretism
little compared to their deep exposition of
hybridity. Their case would be much stronger if
the authors had also discussed syncretism more
deeply in a practical case, since some might
oppose the thesis of this book, thinking that the
forms of Christian worship introduced by the authors are more representative of syncretism than
hybridization.
For example, as both the author and the interviewee in Paul Mantae Kim’s article in relation to
Korean ancestral ritual show, the Korean ancestral
ritual has a religious assumption that their ancestors are living spirits and can look after, bless, or
curse the descendants in the world of the afterlife
(91; 93). As Kim rightly points out, this perspective
is unbiblical (95–96). So, for avoiding syncretism,
the author suggests changing the meaning of
symbols in the ritual such as prostration or the
lighting of candles to just showing respect to
ancestors, and not offering food at the ritual. But,
in a sense this suggestion seems naïve, since one
suspects that these kinds of changes in the ritual
would not overcome the ancient meanings in the
minds of participants. The author’s point would
be more tenable if he had included a deeper study
of this psychological aspect.
Nevertheless, it is indisputable that the issues
raised in this volume are necessary topics of
research for missiologists and mission practitioners who wrestle with the syncretism and
hybridization of Christianity with traditional
rituals and ceremonies on the mission field. 
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Worldview-based Storying: The Integration of Symbol,
Story, and Ritual in the Orality Movement
By Tom Steffen
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Missions strategy has undergone some titanic
shifts over the last quarter century. Gone, to a large
extent, are the days when the primary vocation
of a missionary was in a single overseas context
establishing and leading a local congregation. A
central focus of many missionaries today is to use
pedagogies which better empower indigenous
believers to interpret and proclaim the gospel
without the ongoing presence and oversight of
foreign workers. In many missionary circles it is
common be surrounded by strategic jargon related to these shifts: DBS (Discovery Bible Study), T4T
(Training for Trainers), CBS (Chronological Bible
Storying), etc. This experience can be overwhelming both for new missionaries, and those already
in service who are discerning a change in their
strategic focus. Fortunately, Tom Steffen’s new
work is here to help provide some orientation.
Steffen focuses on what he calls the “evangelical Orality Movement” (54): that is, the transition toward evangelistic teaching styles which
privilege cultures that value oral learning over
written and storytelling over propositional argumentation. The first half of the book is essentially a survey of the origins of this movement
and the manifold adaptations it has undergone.
Steffen identifies the movement as beginning
with the work of Trevor McIlwain of New Tribes
Mission. His historical survey, starting with
the first century church, traces the roots of
different orality-based approaches to missions
leading up to McIlwain’s seminal presentation
at the South East Asian leadership meeting in
1981. Steffen then goes on to explore the development of McIlwain’s chronological storying
method into the Firm Foundations series along
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with departures and alterations by evangelical missionaries around the world which
have stemmed from McIlwain’s pedagogical
principles. For missionary workers who have
had interactions with the orality movement,
Steffen’s work should provide a more thorough
understanding of where many contemporary
methods emerged from and the contextual
reasoning behind their development.
The second part of Worldview Based Storying
shifts away from biographical survey to the philosophical side of the orality movement. Here,
Steffen explores the foundations of “storying:”
analyzing the nature of symbol, narrative, and ritual and their relationship to worldview. Drawing
heavily from his experience among the Ifugao in
the Philippines, Steffen gives myriad insights into
how missionaries, by attending to the values and
communication styles of their context, can create
and adapt the elements of storying to better reflect the culture and more effectively reach their
cross-cultural neighbors with the good news
about Jesus Christ.
In contrast to the first section, the second can
feel quite academic. Steffen is clearly well versed
in anthropology and ethnography. Lay readers
hoping for a primer on contemporary missionary methods may find themselves overwhelmed
by the use of scholastic jargon and the shift in
tone and density of prose. For full-time missions
students, however, they will discover in Steffen’s
work a helpful resource that should challenge
their thinking about teaching and contextualization in a way which hopefully brings their work
closer to the incarnational nature of the God
whose story they proclaim. 
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